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Abstract
The properties of the Z resonance are measured from the analysis of 4.5 million Z decays into
fermion pairs collected with the Aleph detector at LEP. The data are consistent with lepton
universality. The resonance parameters are measured to be MZ = (91:18850:0031) GeV=c2,
ΓZ = (2:4951  0:0043) GeV, 0had = (41:559  0:058) nb and, combining the three lepton
flavours, R‘ = 20:725  0:039. The corresponding number of light neutrino species is N =
2:983  0:013 and the strong coupling constant is s(MZ) = 0:114  0:004  0:002QCD +
0:005 log10
h
MH
150GeV=c2
i
. The lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry is measured to be
A0;‘FB = 0:0173  0:0016 from which the eective weak mixing angle is derived: sin2lepteff =
0:23089  0:00089 . The measurement of the leptonic width Γ‘‘ = 84:02  0:15 MeV leads to
a determination of the eective  parameter lepteff = 1:0064  0:0018. The data support the
Standard Model and favour a light Higgs.
( To be submitted to The European Physical Journal C )
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1 Introduction
The large electron-positron collider LEP operated at centre-of-mass energies close to the Z
resonance during the years 1989 to 1995. In this paper, nal results on the Z resonance
parameters from decays into hadrons and charged lepton pairs are presented, based on the
full data sample collected by the Aleph detector from 1990 to 1995. These data correspond
to a total integrated luminosity of approximately 160 pb−1, representing more than 4.5 million
selected Z decays.
The Z lineshape is studied by measuring the visible cross section at several centre-of-
mass energies near to the Z mass. This \energy scan" allows the determination of the mass
MZ and the total width ΓZ of the Z boson. The Z partial decay widths and the lepton
forward-backward asymmetries are obtained from precise measurements of the cross sections
and angular distributions of Z decays to fermions performed at the resonance peak, where
the greatest data sample is recorded. These measurements, combined with results on other
electroweak observables, provide stringent tests of the Standard Model.
Substantial analysis improvements over previous Aleph publications and new selections
designed to make optimal use of the statistical precision of the data result in a large reduction
of the systematic uncertainties. These analyses are described in detail in the following. The
results presented here supersede those relative to the years 1990{1992 published in Refs. [1{4].
2 The Aleph detector
The Aleph detector is designed to study a wide range of phenomena produced in e+e−
collisions both in the energy range of the Z resonance and at higher energies up to 200 GeV.
Emphasis was placed on its hermeticity, on precise measurement of charged particle momenta
up to the highest energy, and on good identication of the three lepton flavours. The
apparatus and its performance are described in detail elsewhere [5, 6]; only a brief overview
is presented here.
The tracking system consists of a silicon vertex detector, a drift chamber and a large
time projection chamber, immersed in a 1.5 T magnetic eld produced by a superconducting
magnet. The silicon vertex detector (vdet) [7], operational from 1991, provides precise track
measurements very close to the interaction point. It consists of two concentric layers of
double-sided silicon microstrip detectors positioned at average radii of 6.5 cm and 11.3 cm,
covering 85% and 69% of the solid angle, respectively. The spatial resolution for the r
and z projections (transverse to and along the beam axis, respectively) is 12 m at normal
incidence. The vertex detector is surrounded by a multilayer axial-wire cylindrical drift
chamber, the inner tracking chamber (itc), which is 200 cm long and measures the r
positions of tracks at 8 radii between 16 and 26 cm. The average resolution in the r
coordinate is 150 m. The time projection chamber (tpc) is the main tracking detector.
It is 440 cm long and provides up to 21 three-dimensional space coordinates and 338 samples
of ionisation energy loss (dE=dx) for tracks at radii between 30 and 180 cm. When at least four
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points are required, tracks are reconstructed down to 15 in polar angle. Azimuthal (r) and
longitudinal (z) coordinate resolutions of 170 m of 740 m, respectively, are obtained. Using
the combined information from the tpc, itc and vdet, a transverse momentum resolution
of (1=pt) = 0:6 10−3(GeV=c)−1  0:005=pt is achieved.
A particle not synchronous with the beam crossing, such as a cosmic-ray, is reconstructed
in the tpc but, if it is out of time by more than  20 ns, it will either not have any hits in the
itc, or, if the itc hits are present, they will not be associated with the tpc track. Therefore
a cut on the number of itc hits is eective against cosmic-ray background.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ecal) is a lead/proportional wire chamber sampling
device of 22 radiation length thickness which surrounds the tpc and is contained inside the
superconducting coil. It consists of 36 modules, twelve in the barrel and twelve in each endcap,
providing coverage in the angular range j cos j < 0:98. The ecal is nely segmented into
74,000 projective towers, subtending on average 0:9 in both  and  at the interaction point.
The towers are read out in three sections in depth (\storeys") of four, nine and nine radiation
lengths. In addition, signals are available from the wire planes of each module, allowing a
check of the energy measurement. The relative energy resolution is (E)=E = 0:18=
p
E+0:009
with E in GeV.
The return yoke of the magnetic eld is a large iron structure fully instrumented to form a
hadron calorimeter (hcal) which also serves as a muon lter. The hcal consists of 23 layers
of streamer tubes 9  9 mm2 in cross section separated by 5 cm thick iron slabs, giving a
total of 7.2 interaction lengths. It is read out in 4,788 projective towers, each with a typical
angular coverage of 3:7  3:7, corresponding to 4 4 of the electromagnetic towers. Digital
signals from each of the tubes are also read out, providing a two-dimensional projection of
the shower prole. The relative energy resolution of the calorimeter is (E)=E = 0:85=
p
E
with E in GeV. In order to avoid the small gaps (\cracks") between modules overlapping, the
whole ecal is rotated in azimuth by two towers with respect to the hcal.
Outside the iron structure, two double layers of streamer tubes, the muon chambers,
provide two space coordinates for particles leaving the detector, thus improving the
performance for muon identication. In 1990, only one such double layer was present.
Two dierent luminosity detectors were used during the LEP lifetime. The rst one,
lcal, used from the start to September 1992, is a lead/proportional wire chamber sampling
calorimeter of 24.6 radiation length thickness. The lcal surrounds the beam pipe on both
sides of the interaction region at a distance of approximately 270 cm from the interaction
point, covering the polar angle region from 46 to 122 mrad. It is read out in projective
towers with a typical transverse granularity of 3 cm. Up to 1991 it was used in conjunction
with a small angle tracker (satr) which was removed in 1992 to permit the installation of
the second generation luminosity monitor. This second detector, a silicon-tungsten sampling
electromagnetic calorimeter (sical) [8], was used from September 1992 for the remainder of
the data taking. The sical consists of two homogeneous cylindrical detectors surrounding
the beam pipe at roughly 250 cm from the interaction point. The calorimeters cover the
polar angle range from 24 to 58 mrad. Twelve layers of tungsten alternate with layers of
silicon pad detectors resulting in 23 radiation length thickness. Each layer is segmented into
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32 sectors in azimuth, each with 16 radial pad rows 5.225 mm wide. A total of 12,288 pads
are read out individually, allowing a full reconstruction of the transverse and longitudinal
shower development.
3 Particle identification
The rst measurements of lepton cross sections were made using a low statistics data
sample accumulated during the early running at the Z peak. For these analyses the
detection of leptonic events relied on the kinematic properties of the nal states and made
limited use of particle identication. Later, with the availability of higher statistics, the
particle identication algorithms were signicantly improved and more sophisticated analyses
were developed for leptonic cross sections and asymmetry measurements. In this section
the evolution of the particle identication algorithms from the standard Aleph approach
described in Ref. [6] to those that incorporate more sophisticated techniques is presented.
Electron identication is based on a comparison of the energy deposit in the ecal with
the momentum measured in the tracking system, the transverse and longitudinal energy
proles in the ecal and the specic ionisation measurement in the tpc. The transverse
and longitudinal proles of the ecal clusters are also used in a similar manner for photon
identication, with the requirement that no charged track point to the cluster. Muons are
identied by requiring a hit pattern characteristic of a penetrating particle in the hcal and
hits in the muon chambers.
Based on this information, dierent particle identication tools were developed in the
course of time. The standard Aleph identication algorithms are applied to the global
description of the events using an energy-flow reconstruction algorithm which provides a
list of charged and neutral reconstructed objects (electrons, muons, photons, charged or
neutral hadrons), characterised by their energies and momenta. This energy-flow particle
identication is used by the exclusive tau cross section measurement (Section 10.4.2) and,
for muon rejection, by the exclusive electron cross section analysis (Section 10.4.3). The
exclusive muon cross section measurement (Section 10.4.1) is also essentially based on the
standard criteria, except that it requires a track to be identied as a muon either in the hcal
or in the muon chambers. The eciency of this muon identication algorithm is discussed in
detail in Section 10.4.1.
Although the energy-flow method is a very powerful tool for high-multiplicity nal states, a
more accurate approach involving a complete reconstruction and identication of each particle
can be used for low-multiplicity events. The \global analysis" (Section 10.5) and the method
used for the measurement of the lepton forward-backward asymmetries (Section 11) make use
of charged particle identication algorithms based on likelihood estimators developed more
recently in the context of tau physics [9, 10].
As an example, Table 1 gives the charged particle identication probability, evaluated from
the tau Monte Carlo simulation, for an algorithm based on that of Ref. [10], but improved at
low momentum. Since these probabilities are close to one, the selection eciency dependence
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Table 1: Identication and misidentication probabilities for electrons, muons, and hadrons produced
in one-prong tau decays. The identication is performed for tracks with momentum above 1.3 GeV=c
and outside the ecal cracks for hadrons and electrons.
Tau decays ! e  h + n0
identied as #
electron 0.995 0.000 0.006
muon 0.000 0.992 0.010
hadron 0.005 0.008 0.984
with momentum is small, except at very low momenta. Muon identication is used only
above 1.3 GeV=c [10] (2 GeV=c in [9]), introducing a very small bias. Electron identication
is extended to lower momenta using dE=dx information.
The probability that an electron is identied as a muon or vice versa is negligible. Figure 1
shows the identication eciencies for electrons, muons and hadrons (denoted by "e, " and
"h, respectively) as a function of the particle momenta normalised to the beam energy, and
the probability for hadrons to be misidentied as electrons or muons. These distributions
are based on Monte Carlo simulations of electron, muon and tau dileptons and two-photon
events. The agreement with data was checked on specic samples of hemispheres selected by
identifying the opposite side and applying kinematic cuts. These samples originate at high
energies from e+e− ! e+e− and e+e− ! +− events and at low energies from two-photon
interactions. This study shows that the eciencies are reproduced at the 2 per mil level.
To check the hadron contamination in the electron or muon samples, a sample of charged
hadrons is obtained from  !  decays selected with high purity using a clean 0 selection.
The probability for a charged hadron from this sample to be identied as an electron (muon)
diers in data and Monte Carlo by 0.003 (0.002).
Neutral particles are identied as photons or 0s in the global analysis (Section 10.5) using
the algorithms developed for the measurement of hadronic tau branching ratios [11]. Fake
photons are rejected from the sample of neutral electromagnetic clusters with a maximum
likelihood method. Photons that convert in the detector material are reconstructed by pairing
all oppositely charged tracks of a hemisphere with the requirement that at least one of them
be identied as an electron. The invariant mass of the pair must be less than 30 MeV=c2
and the minimal distance between the helices of the two tracks in the xy plane smaller than
0.5 cm. Following this, 0s are reconstructed by pairing two photons and performing a
kinematic mass-constrained t. When the energy of the 0 is large (typically above 10 GeV)
the two photon showers may no longer be separated. In this case the two-dimensional energy
distribution in the plane transverse to the photon direction is used to distinguish between 0s
and single photons. Finally, residual single photons are classied as genuine single photons
(from bremsstrahlung, initial and nal state radiation, ! ! 0γ or  ! γγ decays), genuine
photons from 0 decays (where the second photon is lost due to the energy threshold or to
ecal cracks) and fake photons.
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Figure 1: Identication eciencies for electrons a), muons b) and hadrons c) as a function of the
momentum to beam energy ratio. In d) the probability for a hadron to be misidentied as an electron
(squares) or a muon (circles) is shown. These distributions are obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation
of electron, muon and tau dileptons and two-photon events.
4 The trigger system
The detectors involved in the trigger for Z decay events are hcal, ecal, itc and tpc. All
except the tpc cover nearly the same solid angle, which represents approximately 98% of
the full solid angle. To monitor the e+e− collision rate, trigger signals from the luminosity
calorimeters are used, as explained in Section 7. In order to correlate the presence of particle
signals in the various detector elements, the apparatus is divided into projective segments of
solid angle, which closely follow the mechanical structure of the electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters.
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The trigger is performed in three stages. The rst stage (Level 1) provides a fast decision
on the presence of electromagnetic energy or of a coincidence between a charged track detected
in the itc and energy or a hit pattern in one of the calorimeters. The second stage (Level 2)
veries some of the Level 1 charged triggers with the tpc tracking information available
50 s after the beam crossing. A third software stage (Level 3) is used to reject background
such as beam-gas interactions and o-momentum particles hitting the vacuum chamber or
collimators.
Three complementary triggers are used to select Z decays in Level 1:
 The total energy trigger is derived from the ecal by separately summing the signals
from the wire planes of the barrel and of the two endcap modules. An energy above
6.6 GeV in the barrel, 3.8 GeV in either endcap, or 1.5 GeV in each endcap is typically
required by this trigger.
 The electromagnetic track trigger requires a track candidate in the itc in coincidence
with an energy deposit in the ecal module to which the track is pointing. A track
candidate is dened in the r plane by requiring hits in at least ve out of the eight itc
layers. The associated ecal wire energy must typically exceed 1 GeV.
 The muon track trigger is based on an itc-hcal coincidence, requiring a track candidate
in the itc in coincidence with four out of twelve double planes of hcal tubes in the
same azimuthal region.
These main triggers do not require validation at Level 2. In addition, two subsidiary triggers
are used to calculate the trigger eciencies.
 An electromagnetic track trigger is dened based on a lower ecal wire energy threshold
(200 MeV) but with a more restrictive requirement on the itc track, which must be
dened in space, rather than in r only. This auxiliary trigger has a higher background
acceptance than the main triggers. Therefore, it was either down-scaled or tightened
by requiring the presence of two track candidates in the drift chamber, validated at
Level 2.
 A back-to-back track trigger is constructed by requiring two track segments back-to-back
in the itc. The presence of two such charged particle trajectories must be conrmed
by a Level 2 decision.
The trigger rate was typically 4{5Hz, where Bhabha events in the luminosity calorimeter
contribute 2{3Hz, Z events (at the peak) and two-photon events contribute about 0.5 Hz
each, and the remainder is accounted for by cosmic rays, noise and beam related background.
The trigger eciency depends on the characteristics of the selected event sample and is
determined in each case from the data using redundant trigger information.
The basic triggers for hadronic events are the total ecal energy and muon track triggers.
These two triggers are independent and each is ecient for more than 99.7% of the hadronic Z
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decays. Their combined eciency exceeds 99.999%, with an uncertainty of less than 0.001%,
determined by comparing the rates for one or both of the triggers.
For the leptonic nal states the main triggers are the total energy, the electromagnetic and
muon track triggers. The eciency of the last two triggers is measured by taking advantage
of the availability of the azimuthal trigger information. Since the two leptons or their decay
products trigger independently, the single lepton trigger eciency is measured from the
observed number of events in which one or both leptons trigger and is used to calculate
the overall eciency for lepton pairs. Possible correlations due to insensitive regions between
the calorimeter modules are found to have a negligible impact on the eciency. In fact, the
bending of the magnetic eld prevents back-to-back high momentum tracks from both pointing
to insensitive regions between modules. In addition, the low threshold electromagnetic track
and back-to-back track triggers are used as auxiliary triggers for muons, and the total energy
and back-to-back track triggers for electrons and taus. These studies indicate that the trigger
ineciency for all lepton channels (within the angular acceptance dened in Section 9.2) is
smaller than 3 10−5.
Since all charged triggers rely on the itc, the ecal total energy trigger, which is
independent of the itc trigger signals, is also used to evaluate a potential bias to the trigger
eciency introduced by the itc. This study makes use of Bhabha events, which in the itc
behave like +− or +−, but always re the ecal total energy trigger. The resulting
systematic uncertainty related to the itc is found to be of the order of few 10−5 and is
neglected.
As a result of these studies, the trigger ineciency and the corresponding systematic
uncertainty are neglected in the evaluation of the selection eciency for the hadronic and
leptonic channels.
5 LEP energy calibration
Precise knowledge of the energy of the colliding particles at the interaction point is essential
for the determination of the Z resonance parameters. An accurate determination of the Z
mass and width was achieved by performing energy scans of the Z resonance, which required
changing the beam energy around the peak from ll to ll, where one ll typically lasted
about 10 hours and delivered an integrated luminosity of several hundred nb−1. In 1993
and 1995, data were recorded at three dierent energy points, near the maximum of the
resonance and about 2 GeV below and above, referred to as \peak", \peak−2" and \peak+2",
respectively; data taking in 1992 and 1994 was exclusively at the peak and in 1990 and 1991
data were collected at several dierent energy points with centre-of-mass energies in the range
jps −MZj<3GeV. Details are given in Table 4 of Section 6. In 1995 LEP was operated in
\bunch train" mode [12], i.e., with four equally spaced trains of up to four bunches separated
by 250 ns. The electrostatic separators used to prevent parasitic collisions outside of the
experimental areas caused an energy dispersion (i.e., an energy ordering of particles in a
bunch) which had to be corrected for.
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The uncertainty in the absolute energy scale directly aects the mass, whereas the width
is only aected by the error on the dierence in energy between energy points. The errors
induced on the Z mass and width depend mainly on the high statistics points at peak−2 and
peak+2. The eects of the beam energy calibration on the peak cross section and on the
forward-backward asymmetries are smaller (see discussion in Section 13).
The determination of the average energy of the beams in LEP [13, 14] is based on the
technique of resonant depolarisation [15], characterised by a very high precision (0.2 MeV)
at the time of the measurement. However, these measurements were only performed outside
normal data taking, typically at the end of lls. The extrapolation of these precise values of the
beam energy at a particular time to the full set of data thus requires corrections for the time-
dependence of the magnetic eld in the bending dipole magnets and for the changes in energy
caused by deformations of the LEP ring. These corrections were performed with a model
based on direct measurements of the magnetic dipole elds by nuclear magnetic resonance
probes and on tide experiments performed in 1992 and 1993. The agreement of the model
with reality is checked by comparison with the precise depolarisation measurements [14].
The energy at the interaction point is not equal to the average beam energy discussed
so far. The acceleration of the particles in the radio frequency (RF) cavities as well as
dispersion eects can lead to substantial corrections on the mean beam energy. In Aleph,
such corrections were small. The RF correction was negligible in 1993 and only 1.0 MeV
in 1995. The dispersion correction was shown to be negligible in 1993 and amounted to
0.5 MeV in 1995.
The mean beam energy was determined every 15 minutes and a luminosity-weighted
average was computed for each energy point and used as input to the data analysis. For
each of the energy points the mean energy distribution has a typical spread of 10 MeV,
including both ll-to-ll variations and variations inside the ll. The errors on these mean
energies are summarised in Table 2 for the data sets recorded between 1993 and 1995. These
are uncorrelated with the energy errors for the earlier data, 1990{1992, which may be found
in Ref. [13]. The errors at the four interaction points are slightly dierent due to varying RF
congurations and beam dispersion. In practice, however, the average matrix common to all
LEP experiments was found to be equivalent to that of Aleph, since no change in results is
visible within the quoted precision. Data taken in 1993{1995 at the peak during periods prior
to the commissioning of the precision energy scans have larger energy uncertainties; these are
also given at the bottom of Table 2.
The energy of a given particle in a bunch oscillates around the mean energy with
a frequency which is given by the synchrotron tune of the accelerator multiplied by the
revolution frequency. The colliding particles are therefore typically not exactly at the mean
energy described above. The energy spread E is determined from the longitudinal size of the
bunches, measured from the longitudinal size of the luminous region at the interaction point.
The values of the centre-of-mass energy spread determined for Aleph are shown in Table 3.
This energy spread, which includes the additional eect due to variations in average beam
energies described above, is taken into account when correcting the cross section measured at
one energy point to a specic value in centre-of-mass energy.
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Table 2: The covariance matrix (in MeV2) of the errors on the centre-of-mass energies at the Aleph
interaction point for the scan points in 1993{1995.
1993 1993 1993 1994 1995 1995 1995
peak−2 peak peak+2 peak peak−2 peak peak+2
1993 peak−2 3.422 2.752 2.592 2.252 1.272 1.172 1.192
1993 peak 6.692 2.632 2.382 1.122 1.182 1.142
1993 peak+2 2.952 2.162 1.212 1.242 1.312
1994 peak 3.662 1.222 1.282 1.222
1995 peak−2 1.82 2 1.232 1.212
1995 peak 5.412 1.332
1995 peak+2 1.732
1993 peak-pre-scan 182, uncorrelated
1994 peak-no-sical 102, 30% correlated with 1994 peak
1995 peak-pre-scan 102, uncorrelated
Table 3: Centre-of-mass energy spread. The energy spread in the 1990 and 1991 running periods,
consisting of seven energy points each, increases with energy by 1 MeV per GeV. The additional
energy spread of approximately 10 MeV from variations in mean beam energy of data taken at an
energy point is also included.
energy spread (MeV) error (MeV)
peak−2 peak peak+2
1990 48.0 50.0 52.0 3
1991 44.0 46.0 48.0 3
1992 51.0 3
1993 56.4 57.0 57.1 1.1
1994 56.5 1.1
1995 56.6 57.2 57.7 1.3
Spurious longitudinal beam polarisation of the e+e− system is estimated in Ref. [16] to
be zero, with upper limits of 0.06% at the Z peak and 0.2% at the peak-2 and peak+2
points, leading to upper limits on the additional systematic error on the Z mass and width of
0.2 MeV.
6 Data and Monte Carlo samples
The eciency of data taking with Aleph with respect to the integrated luminosities delivered
by LEP was 83:4% averaged over all years, reaching 90% in 1995. The ineciency was equally
distributed among three main sources: i) operational, mainly due to the detector not being
at full voltage when stable beam conditions were reached at the beginning of ll or to high-
voltage trips, ii) ineciency associated with the data acquisition dead time, and iii) to data
acquisition or hardware faults.
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6.1 The data sample
The data are divided into 27 dierent energy points according to centre-of-mass energy and
year. Throughout the rest of this paper, the various parts of the LEP data will be referred
to using the conventional names specied in Table 4. In 1992, due to the upgrade of the
luminosity calorimeter, two dierent congurations were present for which the data were
analysed separately, the 1992 \lcal" and \sical" periods. In 1993 and 1995, the data taking
periods were divided into two parts. In the \scan" period, data were collected at three energy
points in turn, with frequent LEP energy calibration measurements distributed throughout
the period, as discussed in Section 5. Before the start of the scan, data were collected at
the peak energy. Such periods for which the LEP energy uncertainties are signicantly larger
than those of the scan points are referred to as \peak-pre-scan" data. A less accurate sical
luminosity is available for the periods \peak-no-sical" of 1994 and \peak-pre-scan" of 1995
due to bad LEP background conditions in 1994 and a variable bunch train conguration in
1995 [12]. These data were used only for the measurements of the ratio of the hadronic and
leptonic Z decay widths and for the forward-backward lepton asymmetries.
6.2 Monte Carlo samples
To design the selection algorithms and for acceptance corrections, several large Monte Carlo
event samples were generated and processed through the complete chain of detector simulation
and event reconstruction. The detector simulation takes into account variations in the
response of the apparatus from one year to another.
The production of hadronic events incorporates several components. The initial
quark-antiquark pair and initial state photon radiation were generated with the program
DYMU [17] and then treated by the Lund Parton Shower Model (JETSET version 7.3) [18].
Approximately one million events were generated at the peak and about 300,000 o-peak.
In addition to the Lund Parton Shower Model, alternative Monte Carlo models based on
dierent hadronisation mechanisms were also used to generate hadronic events. Two samples
of 200; 000 events each were generated with the HERWIG (version 5.8) [19] and ARIADNE
(version 4.08) [20] Monte Carlo programs.
Wide-angle Bhabha events were produced using the program UNIBAB [21], an event
generator which includes leading log contributions to the electromagnetic radiative corrections
to all orders with soft photon exponentiation, as well as contributions from multiple emission
of hard collinear photons. UNIBAB includes O() electroweak corrections but has no
provision for the interference between initial and nal state radiation. Approximately 550,000
e+e− events were generated at the dierent centre-of-mass energies in a restricted polar angle
region to avoid divergences due to the t channel exchange.
The event generator KORALZ 4.0 [22] was used to produce +− and +− events.
Approximately 900,000 +− and 1.9 million +− were generated at the dierent
nominal centre-of-mass energies, in proportion to the data collected at each point.
KORALZ includes initial and nal state bremsstrahlung corrections up to order O(2) with
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Table 4: Overview of the data sample used. Shown are the luminosity-weighted average energies and
the integrated luminosities recorded by ALEPH at the various energy points during the years 1990
to 1995. For the 1994 \peak-no-SICAL" and 1995 \peak-pre-scan" datasets indicative values for the
integrated luminosity were estimated using the numbers of selected hadronic events.
L=L
Year \Name"
p
s (GeV) L (nb−1) stat. error
(per mil)
1990 peak−3 88.223 482.0 8.6
peak−2 89.217 520.1 8.4
peak−1 90.217 447.2 9.1
peak 91.215 3624.0 3.2
peak+1 92.207 554.6 8.4
peak+2 93.209 597.2 8.2
peak+3 94.202 641.8 8.0
1991 peak-pre-scan 91.238 4609.2 2.9
peak−3 88.464 668.4 7.3
peak−2 89.455 796.8 6.7
peak−1 90.212 753.2 7.0
peak 91.207 2937.3 3.6
peak+1 91.952 693.2 7.5
peak+2 92.952 677.3 7.6
peak+3 93.701 796.6 7.1
1992 lcal 91.276 12297.5 1.8
sical 91.270 8749.0 1.2
1993 peak-pre-scan 91.303 5313.6 1.5
peak−2 89.432 8069.6 1.2
peak 91.187 9135.4 1.1
peak+2 93.015 8690.3 1.2
1994 peak-no-sical 91.219 12439.5
peak 91.197 42695.2 0.5
1995 peak-pre-scan 91.293 12396.0
peak−2 89.440 8121.4 2.0
peak 91.282 4872.5 2.7
peak+2 92.968 9372.5 2.0
exclusive exponentiation and O() electroweak corrections. QED initial-nal bremsstrahlung
interference in the presence of multiple QED hard bremsstrahlung is however not included. A
correction for this eect was evaluated with the Monte Carlo generator KK [23], as described
in Section 9.2.
The presence of initial state radiation (ISR) causes the invariant mass of the nal state
particles including any nal state radiation (FSR) to be reduced from
p
s to
p
s0, where
p
s0
is limited to the range 2mf <
p
s0 <
p
s. For the generation of e+e− ! ff, the minimum
invariant mass of the ff system was set to twice the tau mass for lepton pairs, while for hadrons
it was set to 0.1
p
s. These values, which are applied to the Monte Carlo event generation to
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determine detector acceptances, coincide with the integration bounds for the ISR used in the
tting function described in Section 13.
Two-photon interaction processes, referred to as γγ events throughout this paper, were
simulated with the PHOT02 generator [24]. This program allows the generation of events
of the type e+e− ! e+e−X, where X can be either a pair of leptons, in which case the
generation is based on an exact QED calculation, or a multihadronic state dominated by the
Vector Dominance Model (VDM). For the VDM simulation, the cross section is assumed to
be proportional to A + B=W, where W is the invariant mass of the hadronic system and A
and B are two constants (A ’ 100 nb, B ’ 1000 nb GeV=c2) [25].
Four-fermion processes of the type e+e− ! ‘+‘−ff where ‘ is a lepton and f any fermion
were simulated using the four-fermion generator FERMISV [26]; details on the impact of such
processes on the lepton cross section measurements are discussed in Section 10.3.
The small-angle Bhabha Monte Carlo event samples used for the luminosity determination
are described in Section 7.5.
7 The Luminosity determination
Bhabha scattering e+e− ! e+e− is used as the reference reaction to provide the absolute
normalisation of other processes. The rate of such events detected in specially designed
monitors, lcal and sical, is used to measure the luminosity of the colliding beams, found
by dividing the number of selected events by the Bhabha cross section integrated over the
acceptance. The eect of the electroweak process Z ! e+e− on the reference cross section is
limited by restricting the acceptance to small angles, where the Bhabha rates, dominated by t
channel photon exchange, are therefore largely described by QED. The large cross section at
small angles gives the further advantage of reducing the statistical uncertainty of the reference
measurement. Given the high statistics accumulated each year, leading to small statistical
errors on the hadronic cross section measurements, the goal was to achieve a statistical and
systematic precision below one per mil.
7.1 Measurement principle
At small angles the lowest order QED Bhabha cross section is
d
dΩ
=
16 (~c)2
s

1
4

; (1)
which integrated over the acceptance gives
acc =
1040 nb GeV2
s

1
2min
− 1
2max

: (2)
The scattering angles  of the electron and of the positron are estimated from their radial
position R measured by calorimeters at a dened z position close to the average maximum of
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the shower. Since the calorimeters are placed at about 2500 mm from the interaction point,
one has that  ’ R=z. Once the background and detection eciencies are under control, the
limiting source of systematic uncertainty on the measurement is given by the error on the
acceptance at the lower  bound:
acc
acc
’ 2min
min
= 2

Rmin
Rmin
 z
z

: (3)
In order to reach the required precision of one per mil, the lower radial boundary transverse
to the beam line has to be known to a precision of  30m and the z position with respect
to the interaction point to a precision of  1 mm. At LEP the size of the luminous region
is small (x ’ 0:14 mm, y ’ 0:003 mm, and z ’ 7 mm ) but the relative position of the
calorimeter with respect to the beam is dicult to measure and to monitor to the required
precision. In order to reduce the sensitivity of the luminosity measurement to possible relative
displacements of the beam-to-detector system (along the beam line and transverse to it),
ducial cuts dene a restricted geometrical acceptance (tight) in one calorimeter and a less
restrictive one (loose) in the other, as proposed in Ref. [27]. The assignment of loose and
tight is changed from one calorimeter to the other alternatively on an event-by-event basis.
This procedure cancels the linear dependence of the cross section upon displacements of the
beam crossing position. Only two quantities therefore dene the acceptance: the lower radius
of the tight selection, measured in the calorimeter reference frame, and the distance along the
beam line of the two calorimeters.
The overall precision of the luminosity measurement is then determined from the radial
mechanical precision of the calorimeters, its stability in time and the ability to select events
close to the boundary of the tight acceptance with minimal bias. The latter is achieved by
dening the acceptance boundary along the edge of adjacent detecting elements and selecting
the events using the sign of the energy asymmetry Ar
Ar =
Ein − Eout
Ein + Eout
; (4)
where Ein is the energy inside a radial pad-width within the ducial region and Eout is the
energy in the adjacent pad-width outside the region.
7.2 The trigger
Triggers used in the luminosity determination must be highly ecient for Bhabha scattering
events and redundant to allow independent checks of the trigger eciency. Furthermore, as
the principal source of background to Bhabha scattering at LEP is the accidental coincidence
of o-momentum beam particles, a dedicated trigger is set up to allow a precise determination
of this contamination.
Three triggers, based on the total energy deposition in the calorimeters, are used:
 A luminosity trigger, which requires a large energy deposit in one of the two calorimeters
together with a less restrictive energy requirement in the other. This trigger is called
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(Alow Bhigh) + (Ahigh Blow). Typically, the low and high thresholds were 10 (12) GeV
and 22 (24) GeV, respectively, for lcal(sical).
 A very high threshold single-arm trigger, which requires energy depositions of at least
35(39)GeV on either side. This is used to determine the eciency of the luminosity
trigger. It is down-scaled to give a small contribution to the overall Aleph trigger rate.
 A very low threshold down-scaled single-arm trigger, which requires energy depositions
of at least 15(9) GeV on either side. This is also down-scaled and is used to estimate
the beam related background rate and shape.
The very high threshold single-arm events are used to monitor the eciency of the luminosity
trigger as a function of the energy detected on the opposite side. The overall trigger eciency
is measured to be 100% with a precision better than 0.01%.
7.3 Luminosity analysis
Despite the dierent characteristics of lcal and sical, a consistent event selection has been
applied to the luminosity triggers. A detailed discussion of the sical and lcal luminosity
measurements for the data taken from 1990 to 1992 is reported in Refs. [4] and [28].
 Energy cuts: The event selection is based on energy clusters reconstructed in the
calorimeters on each side. As Bhabha events generally have radiated photons which
may or may not be distinguishable from the \primary" energy cluster, no upper limit
on the number of reconstructed clusters is imposed. The one on each side with the
highest energy is chosen to dene the barycentre position. A typical picture of the
energy correlation between the two sides is given in Fig. 2. The energy deposited on
each side is required to be larger than 44% of the beam energy while the sum of the two
energies must be larger than 60% of the centre-of-mass energy. This set of cuts is used
up to and including 1993. The cut on the energy sum is increased in 1994 due to higher
contamination from beam-related background. In 1995, bunch train operation [12]
required a higher value as the sical electronics is not adapted to operation with bunch
trains with inter-bunch spacing of a few hundred nanoseconds. Figure 3 shows the
evolution of the total energy cut with the year of data taking.
 Radial ducial cuts: Radial cuts dene the Bhabha geometrical acceptance. For the
lcal selection, the tight ducial region follows the boundaries of the active area,
excluding one tower line along the inner edges of the calorimeters and a region at
large angles which lies in the shadow of the material from the central detector. The
radial energy asymmetry is constructed using the energy measured in nearby towers.
For the sical selection, the tight ducial region is dened as the radial boundary
between adjacent pads situated at a radius of 7.67 cm. In the selection the radial
energy asymmetry is constructed using the energy summed over two layers in depth at
6 and 8 radiation lengths. Showers near the boundary of the tight ducial region are
fully contained in the calorimeter.
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Figure 2: sical highest reconstructed cluster energy on side A versus highest reconstructed cluster
energy on side B for clusters satisfying radial and azimuthal requirements. The entries around 20 GeV
originate from accidental coincidences of o-momentum beam particles. More than 99:9% of the
Bhabha events satisfy the energy cut requirements.
 Acoplanarity cut: Bhabha events are essentially coplanar, except in the presence
of radiated photons. An acoplanarity cut based upon the two clusters’ azimuthal
dierence, 170    190 (lcal), 150    210 (sical), is used to further
remove the remaining o-momentum beam background, without severely cutting away
the radiative Bhabha events.
The reference cross sections at the peak in the ducial acceptance for lcal and sical are
25 nb and 84 nb, respectively. Their precise values are evaluated each year according to
the beam energy and the measured geometrical position of the detectors.
The values of the measured integrated luminosity and statistical uncertainty for each
energy are reported in Table 4. In 1995, due to the bunch train operation mode, the trigger
was sampling in turn each of the bunches of the train, resulting in a larger statistical error.
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Figure 3: sical energy sum distribution for clusters satisfying radial and azimuthal requirements.
The dierent levels of beam-related background and the bunch train operation in 1995 necessitated
the evolution of the cut on the energy sum as indicated by the arrows.
7.4 Systematic uncertainties and correlations
The systematic uncertainty from trigger eciency arises from the statistical signicance of
the single arm trigger sample used to measure it (see Section 7.2).
The background to the luminosity selection originates almost entirely from two sources:
 accidental coincidences of o-momentum beam particles; these are evaluated using the
single arm triggers;
 QED production of two or more hard photons that is indistinguishable from a Bhabha
scattering in the calorimeters; the evaluation of this process leads to a correction of
0.016% that is applied to the accepted Bhabha cross section.
The largest systematic uncertainty results from the denition of the geometrical
acceptance of the tight selection. It has three components:
 The internal mechanical precision of the calorimeter. Survey of the lcal cathode
pad positions and repeated measurements of reference marks are consistent with an
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average error of 120 m. Precise measurements of the sical support plates under
operating temperature performed at the end of 1992 allow an accurate determination
of the thermal distortion and this resulted in a reduction of the total eective radial
uncertainty from 18 m in 1992 to to 9 m in 1993.
 The external alignment of the two calorimeters. The dominant term is their relative
distance along the beam line, that is known with a precision of about 500 m.
 The precision on the ducial cut. This includes two sources of uncertainty. The rst
arises from the knowledge of the pad-to-pad energy calibration, that is known to better
than 0.7%. The second originates from the precision of the electromagnetic shower
description in the simulation. Because of the pad curvature, the energy asymmetry is
not zero at the pad boundary. This oset is about 20 m and is stable within 7 m for
large variations of the simulation parameters.
Reconstruction eciency and possible event migration from overlays of Bhabha events
with o-momentum particles have been carefully studied and found to have a negligible eect.
The systematic uncertainty induced by the cut on the energy sum increases with the value of
Table 5: Summary of luminosity measurement relative systematic uncertainties in units of 10−5. The
theoretical errors marked with y corresponds to BHLUMI (version 2.01) [29] used for the 1991 and 1992
cross section calculations while the 1990 cross section was evaluated with BABAMC. The improved
BHLUMI (version 4.04) [30, 31] was used for later years.
Source of relative uncertainty L=L (10−5)
lcal sical
1990 1991 1992 1992 1993 1994 1995
Trigger eciency 1 1 1 1 0.2 0.6 3
Background estimation:
- O-momentum e+ or e− 4 4 4 18 3 0.7 0.9
- Physics sources ( eγ, γγ) 20 20 20 10 10 10 10
Absolute radial ducial boundary:
- Mechanical precision 210 210 210 58 29 29 29
- External alignment 120 70 70 49 46 47 46
- Fiducial cut precision 247 247 247 50 30 34 34
Energy cuts 234 100 100 15 4 15 38
Acoplanarity cut 100 30 30 5 5 5 5
Bunch train operation 1.2
SUBTOTAL 430 348 348 95 63 69 76
Simulation statistics 190 140 140 120 24 24 26
TOTAL experimental error 470 375 375 153 67 73 80
Theoretical error 320 210y 210y 160y 61 61 61
TOTAL error 570 430 430 221 91 95 101
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Table 6: Summary of luminosity measurement correlated relative systematic uncertainties for two
sets of typical years (1991{1992) for lcal and (1993{1995) for sical in units of 10−5.
Correlated syst. uncertainties
Source of relative uncertainty lcal 1991{1992 sical 1993{1995
L=L (10−5)
Background estimation 20 10
Absolute radial ducial boundary:
- Mechanical precision 210 27
- External alignment 35 15
- Fiducial cut precision 125 30
Energy cuts 100 4
Acoplanarity cut 30 5
SUBTOTAL 269 44
TOTAL correlated experimental error 269 44
Theoretical error 210 61
TOTAL Correlated error 341 75
the cut due to the steep dependence of the measured cross section on this variable (Fig. 3).
The energy sum requirement had to be increased in 1994 due to the larger contamination
induced by beam-related background and in 1995 due to the bunch train operation mode,
resulting in a signicant contribution to the overall systematic uncertainty.
A summary of the absolute luminosity systematic errors is presented in Table 5 for lcal
luminosity measurements from 1990 to 1992 and sical luminosity measurements from 1992 to
1995. They are expressed as relative errors. Typical correlated systematic errors are given in
Table 6 for two years (1991{1992 for lcal, 1993{1995 for sical). Particular care was given to
the evaluation of correlated errors between energy points within the same year. Table 7 gives
the correlation coecients 2corr=(year1year2) between luminosity errors for all the years.
7.5 Theoretical uncertainty
Two dierent Bhabha generators are used in the luminosity analyses: BABAMC [32] in
1990 and two successive versions of BHLUMI for the later years. BHLUMI version 2.01 [29]
is used for the analysis of the data up to 1992, with a 0.210% theoretical uncertainty in
an lcal-like acceptance and a 0.160% theoretical uncertainty in a sical-like acceptance.
BHLUMI version 4.04 [30, 31] is used in later years, with a 0.061% error in a sical-like
acceptance. Version 4.04 of BHLUMI allows an improved calculation of the contribution of
the Z resonance to the small angle Bhabha scattering process and includes second-order terms
in the leading logarithmic approximation for the multi-photon YFS [33] exponentiation. The Z
contribution implementation was cross-checked against the BABAMC calculations performed
for the analysis of the four energy points of the 1993 scan [34] and found to be in good
agreement. Table 8 summarises the total theoretical uncertainty for the lcal- and sical-like
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Table 7: Summary of correlation coecients between the luminosity systematic errors in the dierent
run periods. Only nonzero terms are quoted. The correlation between lcal and sical is entirely due
to the use of the same generator BHLUMI version 2.01.
lcal sical
Year 1990 1991 1992 lcal 1992 sical 1993 1994 1995
1990 1. 0.376 0.376 0.202
1991 1. 0.629 0.269
1992 lcal 1. 0.269
1992 sical 1. 0.280 0.268 0.252
1993 1. 0.651 0.612
1994 1. 0.586
1995 1.
Table 8: Summary of the total theoretical relative uncertainty (in %) for a generic calorimetric
detector and an angular range within 3{6 (lcal-like) and 1{3 (sical-like) at LEP. Here L is
dened as L = log(s=me2).
BHLUMI version 2.01 4.04
lcal sical sical
Missing photonic O(2L) 0:15 0:15 0:027
Missing photonic O(3L3) 0:03 0:008 0:015
Vacuum polarisation 0:08 0:05 0:04
Light pairs 0:08 0:04 0:03
Z exchange 0:12 0:03 0:015
TOTAL ( quadratic sum ) 0:21 0:16 0:061
acceptances at LEP.
8 Measurement of the hadronic cross section
Two independent methods were developed to select events from hadronic Z decays. One
selection is based on charged-track properties, the second on calorimetric energy deposits.
Their combination leads to a reduced systematic error which matches the statistical
uncertainty of  0:05% on the hadronic cross section. Both methods have an eciency
close to 100% and the two selected data samples overlap to the extent of 96%.
The hadronic cross section is dened within the phase space
p
s0=s > 0:10. The rate of
events generated with
p
s0=s < 0:10 and accepted by the selection is found to be negligible
(O(10−6)).
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8.1 Selection based on charged tracks
The hadronic selection based on charged tracks requires at least ve well measured tracks in
the tpc originating from the interaction region with a charged-track energy sum (assuming
pion masses) Ech greater than 10% of the centre-of-mass energy. The tracks must have a
polar angle j cos  j < 0:95, which ensures that at least six tpc pad rows are crossed, and at
least four reconstructed coordinates. They are required to originate from within a cylinder of
2 cm radius and 20 cm length centred at the interaction point and parallel to the beam axis.
The distribution of signal and background processes before selection is illustrated in Fig. 4,
which shows that qq events are well isolated from background processes. Lepton pairs are
removed by the cut on track multiplicity, whereas two-photon interactions are rejected by the
charged-track energy sum requirement.
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Figure 4: Distribution of charged multiplicity Nch versus charged-track energy Ech for events passing
the Z triggers.
More than 85% of the rejected hadronic Z events are discarded by both the charged-track
energy sum and the multiplicity cuts. The selection yields an overall eciency of 97:480:02%
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Figure 5: Eciency as a function of centre-of-mass energy for both selections.
at peak energy, the losses originating mainly from events at low polar angle.
The dependence of the eciency upon
p
s was studied using a fully simulated Monte Carlo
sample at the peak energy, weighted with o-peak Monte Carlo events generated at kinematic
level only. This weighting procedure was checked with fully simulated Monte Carlo samples
at peak+2 and peak−2. The resulting eciencies, shown in Fig. 5, decrease slightly (by less
than 0.1%) for centre-of-mass energies away from the Z peak. This is a result of ISR because
events of the type e+e− ! ffγ with a small invariant mass of the ff system have a lower
detection eciency. Since this process is non-resonant, its relative contribution is larger away
from the Z peak, and the eciency is correspondingly reduced.
Background from beam-gas interactions is estimated from the number of events in which
the vertex position along the beam is outside the 20 cm cylinder. It is found to be negligible.
The background originating from dilepton events is estimated from Monte Carlo. Both
contaminations from electrons and muons are found to be negligible, whereas the background
arising from +− events is estimated to be 0.32%. Its uncertainty gives a 0.03% contribution
to the systematic error.
The background from the two-photon process e+e− ! e+e−+ hadrons contributes one
of the largest sources of uncertainty on the cross section arising from this selection. This
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Figure 6: Observed non-resonant hadronic cross section as a function of the normalised charged-track
energy. Insert: total hadronic cross section in the charged-track energy interval (0.10,0.11)
p
s as a
function of the cross section for events with charged-track energy greater than 0:3
p
s at three dierent
centre-of-mass energies (peak−2, peak+2, peak). The oset of the straight line t is the non-resonant
contribution for the energy interval (0.10,0.11)
p
s.
background is dominant for events with Ech below 0:1
p
s and is negligible for energies
above 0:3
p
s. The contamination in the accepted sample is estimated from the data by
exploiting the dierent
p
s dependence of the resonant (signal) and non-resonant (background)
contributions. As an example, the insert of Fig. 6 shows, for three dierent values of
p
s,
the correlation between the cross section for the low Ech interval (0.10,0.11)
p
s, where non-
resonant background is expected, and the cross section for Ech > 0:3
p
s, where only Z decays
contribute. Assuming a linear dependence, the oset of a straight line t is a measure of the
non-resonant cross section in the low-energy bin (0.10,0.11)
p
s. Similar ts are performed
for other bins of charged energy below 0:3
p
s and the resulting non-resonant cross section is
shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the charged-track energy. The value of the total non-resonant
background in the selected sample is taken as the sum bin by bin of the non-resonant cross
section in the interval (0.1,0.3)
p
s. Within errors, this estimate is found to be independent of
the choice of the cuto energy.
In order to determine the level of non-resonant contribution for the dierent data taking
periods, it is necessary to use samples with homogeneous triggering conditions. Four separate
determinations of the non-resonant background were performed by splitting the data sample
into subsamples from the years 1990, 1991 + 1992, 1993 + 1994 and 1995. The statistical
errors are treated as uncorrelated between the dierent periods.
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An additional source of systematic error on the measurement of the two-photon
background comes from the fact that events with initial state radiation can mimic a non-
resonant process. This eect was evaluated by Monte Carlo and the corresponding cross
section was found to be (6.54.8) pb where the uncertainty is taken as correlated between
the dierent periods. After subtraction of this ISR contribution from the non-resonant cross
section, the two-photon background is measured (from the 1993 + 1994 data sample) to be
(78:1  12:0) pb, corresponding to (0:26  0:04)% of the peak hadronic cross section.
Another source of systematic uncertainty arises from the accuracy of the hadronisation
modelling which aects the charged-track multiplicity and energy distributions. Discrepancies
between Monte Carlo and data for these variables aect the eciency calculation, especially
for quark pairs produced at low angle. For these events a fraction of the charged tracks is lost
because of the requirements on the track angular acceptance. In order to check the hadron
selection eciency evaluated with the Monte Carlo simulation, real events which are well
contained in the detector (j cos thrustj < 0:2) are used. These events are rotated in space
according to the expected thrust angular distribution and the acceptance is calculated by
again applying the selection requirements. The same procedure is repeated for fully simulated
events and an eciency dierence of (0:050:03)% is observed for the 1994 data. This is used
to assess the systematic uncertainty on the cross section associated with the hadronisation
modelling. The same study was repeated for the dierent energy points with similar results.
Since events with fewer than ve charged tracks are not included in the rotated sample,
the procedure described above does not check how well this class of events is reproduced in
the simulation. To verify this, qq events are selected by a cut on the charged multiplicity
in one of the two event hemispheres dened by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. A
comparison of the multiplicity spectrum in the opposite hemisphere is made between data and
Monte Carlo. This comparison leads to a conservative systematic uncertainty of 0:02% after
having veried that multiplicities in the two hemispheres are uncorrelated to rst order. From
the agreement between the data and Monte Carlo distributions of the selection variables and
of several individual track parameters, such as the number of hits per track or the transverse
track momentum, a further systematic error of 0.02% is derived. The uncertainties related
to the Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response are treated as correlated between all
points.
All the errors assigned to detector response, Monte Carlo, background and modelling are
summarised in Table 9. Combining them yields a total systematic error for the track-based
selection of 0.087% at the peak energy.
8.2 Selection based on calorimeters
The other, independent, event selection uses calorimetric data to select hadronic Z decays
within a slightly larger acceptance than that for the track based selection. First, a preselection
is applied which demands an ecal energy, as measured by the wire readout, above 7 GeV
in the barrel or 1.5 GeV in each endcap and in addition the sum of the ecal wire energy
and hcal energy from the analogue readout (validated by the digital readout to remove
possible noise) is required to be above 0:2
p
s. These requirements reduce the two-photon
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Table 9: Eciency, background and systematic errors for the two hadronic selections at the peak
point. The values given for the two-photon and Bhabha background are those valid for the 1993 +
1994 data sample.
Hadronic selection
Charged tracks Calorimeter
Eciency (%) 97.48 99.07
Background:
+− (%) 0.32 0.44
γγ (pb) 7812 489
(γγ in % of peak cross section) (0.26) (0.16)
e+e− (pb) negl. 23 8
(e+e− in % of peak cross section) negl. (0.08)
+− negl. negl.
Source of systematic uncertainty (%):
MC simulation of detector response 0.02 0.09
Hadronisation modelling 0.06 0.03
MC statistics 0.02 0.02
Background:
+− 0.03 0.05
γγ 0.04 0.03
e+e− negl. 0.03
Total systematic uncertainty 0.087 0.116
Combined 0.071
event contamination to a small level. A time window of 100 ns around the beam crossing,
measured on ecal signals, removes most of the cosmic-ray background. Additional cuts are
imposed on events with fewer than ve charged tracks to suppress the background from lepton
pairs:
 Bhabha events are removed on the basis of their large localised energy deposition in
the ecal; the two most energetic ecal clusters are required to have energies smaller
than 35 and 25 GeV, respectively. Two particular angular regions, the area of overlap
between barrel and endcap, where the energy resolution is degraded, and the low angle
region, where part of the event may be lost due to ecal geometrical acceptance, require
special care. For these regions, an additional cut is applied, requiring that the summed
energy of the two largest ecal clusters be smaller than 84% of the total calorimetric
energy.
 Z ! +− events are removed on the basis of their characteristic collimated back-to-
back jet structure. The thrust measured with the calorimeters must be less than 0.996
and the minor value of the energy tensor must be larger than 0.03. After these cuts the
remaining  -pair background, estimated from simulated data, is small (0.44%) and is
subtracted from the cross section.
 Z ! +− decays that pass the initial calorimetric cuts because they have a radiated
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photon are removed by rejecting events with exactly two tracks, each with four or more
associated hits in the outer ten layers of the hcal. The remaining -pair background
is negligible.
 Remaining cosmic-ray background within a 100 ns window around the beam crossing is
removed as follows: events with exactly one track are rejected unless this track points
to the vertex cylinder (2 cm radius and 20 cm length). Events are also rejected if
they have fewer than two ecal clusters of more than 3 GeV. The residual cosmic-ray
contamination is calculated on the basis of the properties of the events outside the time
window and is found to be negligible.
The selection gives an overall eciency of 99.07% at the peak energy. Its dependence uponp
s is shown in Fig. 5.
The main systematic error arises from the overall calorimeter energy determination. From
electrons in the data with energies between 1 and 15 GeV (the energy domain relevant for
this analysis) an uncertainty of 0:5% is determined for the electromagnetic energy scale,
the determination being repeated for each data taking period. In a similar way, a typical
2% uncertainty on the hadronic energy scale is extracted from a year by year calibration
using charged pions and from a pre-calibration based on test beam data. These calibration
uncertainties induce a 0:09% systematic error on the eciency evaluation with a correlation
between the years of the order of 10%.
The error arising from the modelling of the parton shower was determined by comparing
the detector response to hadronic events from dierent Monte Carlo generators (JETSET,
HERWIG and ARIADNE). The selection eciencies determined from these generators agree
within the statistical error. An uncertainty of 0:03% is therefore assigned, corresponding
to the statistical signicance of the check. This error is treated as fully correlated between
energy points and years.
The systematic errors arising from background contamination are treated as correlated
between years and energy points, the main contribution coming from the uncertainty on the
 -pair background contribution. This background is estimated from a sample enriched in  -
pairs obtained by selecting events with fewer than seven tracks and j cos thrustj < 0:6. For this
sample the Monte Carlo simulation predicts a  contamination of 17% after the calorimetric
selection. A t to the total energy distribution in this  -pair enriched sample allows one to
separate the hadronic and  components and shows that the measured  yield agrees with
the prediction within 11%, leading to an additional 0:05% uncertainty.
Events from two-photon processes are very eciently suppressed by the preselection. The
possible remaining background was estimated using the events in the interval (0.20, 0.35)
p
s,
where the two-photon events are concentrated. The same method was used as for the track-
based selection. As an example, from the 1993 + 1994 data sample a background contribution
of (489) pb was estimated, which corresponds to (0:16 0:03)% of the peak hadronic cross
section.
The remaining Bhabha background is studied in a similar way. As it is concentrated at
small angles, an enriched sample, obtained by selecting events with fewer than ve tracks
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and j cos j>0:95, is compared with the full sample as a function of the beam energy. Here,
the background term is dominated by Bhabha events from the t channel exchange. An an
example, an estimated background of (238) pb is removed from the cross section calculation
for the 1993 and 1994 data samples combined. Four separate determinations of the two-
photon and Bhabha background were performed corresponding to four dierent time periods,
as for the track-based selection, with uncertainties fully correlated within a given period and
uncorrelated between periods.
Combining all the errors, summarised in Table 9, gives a total systematic error of 0.116%
for the calorimetric selection.
8.3 Combination of the two hadronic selections
The hadronic cross sections are computed for each of the two selections. Although the
calorimetric selection uses track counting to some extent for background rejection, it is largely
independent of the eciency of the tpc. Therefore, the measured cross sections are averaged
and the systematic error on the average is reduced. The statistical errors are combined taking
into account the 96% event overlap between the two samples. To combine the systematic
uncertainties, correlations between the two analyses are taken into account as follows:
 The  -pair background contributes to the two selections; in both cases it is estimated
from Monte Carlo, and the number of  events common to both samples over the total
leads to a 72% correlation between the two corresponding systematic uncertainties.
 Uncertainties arising from the imperfect detector simulation of tracks or calorimetric
energy deposits are considered as uncorrelated; this includes errors related to the
calorimeter calibration uncertainties.
 Uncertainties associated with the qq hadronisation modelling are estimated with two
dierent methods: from data for the charged-track based selection, and comparing
Monte Carlo and data for the calorimetric selection. These contributions are treated as
uncorrelated.
 Non-resonant background contributions have been studied for the two selections and
from their overlap a 28% correlation is evaluated.
The two measurements are compared for each energy point and found to be in good agreement
within the uncorrelated statistical errors as shown in Fig. 7. They are combined, taking into
account the above mentioned correlations. The resulting systematic error is 0.071% at peak
energy. Table 21 in Section 12 summarises the combined hadronic cross section results for the
dierent energy points. Typical values of the systematic error correlations are 68% between
peak points of dierent years and 95% between points of the same year.
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Figure 7: Ratio of cross sections of the two hadronic selections as a function of centre-of-mass energy.
The insert is an enlargement of the measurements around the Z peak.
9 Aspects common to all leptonic Z decays
9.1 Definitions and preselection
The analyses developed to measure the lepton cross sections and forward-backward
asymmetries share some common denitions which are specied here.
Two variables are employed to select charged particle tracks originating from the
interaction region: d0, which measures the distance of closest approach of the tracks to
the beam axis and z0, dened as the z coordinate of the point on the track where d0 is
measured. Tracks having at least four measured space coordinates in the tpc, jd0j < 5 cm
and jz0j < 10 cm will be hereafter referred to as \good".
An electromagnetic cluster is accepted as a photon candidate if its energy exceeds 350 MeV
and if its barycentre is at least 2 cm from the closest charged track extrapolation. Clusters
reconstructed in the luminosity calorimeters lcal and sical are excluded from the analysis.
The acollinearity  is dened as 180 minus the angle between the two lepton directions.
Depending on the various analyses, these directions are based either on the leading tracks or
on the jet momenta.
The scattering angle  between the incoming e− and the outgoing negative lepton is
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dened as
cos  =
cos

1
2 (‘− − ‘+ + )

cos

1
2 (‘− + ‘+ − )
 ; (5)
where ‘− and ‘+ are the polar angles of the lepton and antilepton, respectively. The variable
cos  gives the centre-of-mass scattering angle even in the case of hard collinear radiation
from one of the initial state leptons.
A loose preselection, which is common to all of the lepton-pair channels, is applied mainly
to suppress hadronic events, as well as background from beam-gas, two-photon and cosmic
ray events. This preselection demands a number of good tracks between two and eight and
at least one good track with momentum exceeding 2 GeV=c. If more than four good tracks
are found, the event is divided into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis. Each of the tracks is then required to form an angle  with respect to the sum of the
track momenta in the same hemisphere such that cos  > 0:85. After this preselection, the
data sample consists of approximately 85% dileptons, 10% γγ and 5% qq events.
9.2 Acceptance
The phase space acceptance of the selections is dened by a cut in cos , jcos j < 0:9 ;
and a cut on the acollinearity, which is generally  < 20 for the lepton cross section
measurements and slightly looser for the forward-backward asymmetries (as specied in
Section 11). Assuming an angular distribution proportional to 1 + cos2  , the condition
j cos j < 0:9 alone reduces the acceptance to 85:7%. For the e+e− nal state the cos 
range is restricted to the range −0.9 to +0.7 to minimise the contribution from the t channel,
leading to an s channel angular acceptance at the peak of approximately 72.4%.
The acceptance, determined with KORALZ, is corrected with the event generator KK to
take into account QED ISR-FSR interference. This correction is of the order of a few 10−4
((2:5  0:6)10−4 at the peak [35]).
Under the assumption of a single photon collinearly radiated from the initial state, the
acollinearity cut is equivalent to a polar angle dependent cut on the invariant mass
p
s0 of the
nal state particles, according to the expression
s0
s
=
sin ‘+ + sin(‘+ + )− j sin j
sin ‘+ + sin(‘+ + ) + j sin j
: (6)
From this equation, the reduction of phase space induced by a 20 acollinearity cut
corresponds approximately to
p
s0 > 0:8
p
s.
As explained in Section 8.1 for the hadronic nal state, the dierent amount of photon
emission as a function of centre-of-mass-energy induces a variation of the acceptance. For the
leptonic channel, this variation is typically of the order of 2% and is taken into account in
the acceptance calculation.
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9.3 Treatment of the t channel
Three dierent contributions enter into the e+e− ! e+e− process, the s channel, the t channel
and the interference between the two. Throughout this paper, the sum of the t channel and
interference terms will be referred to as the t channel contribution to the cross section and
denoted sub. The accuracy of the correction for the t channel contribution is limited by
the present generators or formulae used to calculate it. In order to keep this uncertainty on
the cross section below 0:1%, the angular range is restricted to −0:9  cos   +0:7 since
the t channel contribution dominates at small polar angles. This contribution is evaluated
theoretically, and subtracted in order to extract the s channel cross section. After this
subtraction the e+e− nal state can be treated, for the leptonic width, in the same manner
as the other lepton channels.
The theoretical treatment of the t channel is based on the semi-analytical program
ALISTAR, a slightly modied version of the program ALIBABA [36] which allows the
cross section to be calculated in cos  rather than cos . ALISTAR incorporates photonic
corrections using the leading-log approach and includes rst-order non-log terms. In addition,
weak corrections are fully incorporated to rst order.
Table 10 gives the values of the total cross sections and of the subtraction cross sections
calculated with ALISTAR within the angular acceptance. The t channel contributes 12% of
the total cross section at
p
s = MZ. Therefore, to have an accuracy of order 0:1% on the s
channel, one must subtract the t channel with a 1% precision.
Three dierent sources of systematic errors on the subtraction cross section are considered.
These are errors due to theoretical uncertainties, to numerical precision in the analytical
program and nally to the variation of the results with respect to the input parameters.
The theoretical uncertainty is estimated from missing terms, mainly QED corrections,
which do not include sub-leading second order terms proportional to 2 L, with L =
log(s=me2), and initial-state pair production. Also missing are some weak corrections. The
overall theoretical uncertainty is estimated in Ref. [37] to be 1.1 pb at the peak, and is almost
independent of the centre-of-mass energy, as shown in Table 11.
The numerical stability of ALISTAR arises mainly from the fact that some of the non-
leading log terms are evaluated using a numerical integration over a ve-dimensional phase
space. This leads to an accuracy of approximately 0.3 pb regardless of energy.
A further source of possible uncertainty in the value of the subtraction cross section arises
from the errors associated with the input parameters. The only non-negligible variation
Table 10: Total e+e− cross section tot and subtraction cross section sub as a function of energy,
calculated with ALISTAR inside the angular acceptance -0.9  cos   +0.7.p
s (GeV) 88.46 89.44 90.21 91.20 91.95 92.97 93.70
tot(pb) 420.2 612.3 907.25 1219.4 911.81 502.9 359.2
sub(pb) 219.1 241.6 248.32 144.8 36.20 5.9 11.9
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Table 11: Summary of the systematic errors in the t channel cross section calculation.
Nominal energy Peak−3 Peak−2 Peak−1 Peak Peak+1 Peak+2 Peak+3
Theoretical error (pb) 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.0
Numerical error (pb) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Input parameters (pb) - - - 0.5 0.2 - -
Total error (pb) 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0
comes from the uncertainty on MZ through the interference term, which is proportional to
(
p
s−MZ).
The three sources of uncertainties are summarised in Table 11 for each energy point.
Their values are added in quadrature to obtain the nal uncertainties. At the peak, the total
error is 1.2 pb and represents 0:11% of the s channel cross section within the acceptance; the
uncertainty induced on the Bhabha forward-backward asymmetry amounts to 0.0011.
10 Measurement of the lepton cross sections
Two analyses were developed to measure the lepton cross sections. The rst one, referred to as
exclusive, is based on three independent selections each aimed at isolating one lepton flavour
and still follows the general philosophy of the analysis procedures described in Refs.[1{4]. The
second one, called global, is new: after a common rejection of hadron and γγ contaminations,
the dilepton candidates are exclusively classied in one of the three lepton categories. For
the lepton cross section the statistical error is of the order of 0.15% and both analyses are
designed to reduce the systematic uncertainties to a matching level of less than 0.1%.
10.1 Cross section definition
The cross sections for the lepton nal states are dened to be inclusive of the emission of any
number of photons. They are evaluated within the phase space
p
s0 > 2m .
The total cross section for the process e+e− ! ‘‘ is computed as
‘‘ =
1
"acc

Nsel(1− fbkg)
"selL − ksub

+ ‘‘V‘‘ ; (7)
where Nsel is the number of selected events, fbkg is an energy dependent background fraction,
L is the time integrated luminosity, "acc is the acceptance (discussed in Section 9.2) and "sel
is the selection eciency inside the acceptance. The coecient k is equal to one for ‘ = e and
zero otherwise. In fact in the case of e+e− ! e+e−, because only the s channel is sensitive to
the Z resonance parameters, the cross section is dened as the pure s channel part, i.e., the t
channel cross section sub within the acceptance is subtracted. Since, after this subtraction,
the Bhabha angular distribution is the same as for muons, the acceptance calculation is based
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on +− events from the Monte Carlo KORALZ . The term ‘‘V‘‘ represents a correction
which takes into account the dierent selection eciency for signal events in the ‘+‘−V
topology, where V is any pair of fermions. This will be discussed further in Section 10.3.
10.2 Systematic uncertainties due to preselection and acceptance
The main sources of systematic uncertainty associated with preselection and acceptance
denition arise from tracking ineciencies and from any systematic mis-measurement of the
angles, namely cos  and acollinearity.
Track losses are mainly due to charged particles which are badly reconstructed because
they enter a tpc insensitive region or have low momentum. For electrons there is an additional
component due to loss of tracks following hard bremsstrahlung in the material of the inner
detector. A comparative study between Monte Carlo and data is made based on e+e− events
tagged with the calorimeters. Good agreement is found within the statistical errors of the
test which are quoted as systematic uncertainties (Table 12). Since an independent study is
performed each year, the systematic errors are fully correlated between dierent energy points
of the same year, but uncorrelated between dierent years. The systematic uncertainty related
to the tpc cracks and reconstruction problems is fully correlated for the three lepton flavours.
The sources of angular systematic errors considered are the position of the tpc end-
plates, the knowledge of the tpc drift velocity and the energy and spatial resolution of
neutral particles in the calorimeters. Of these sources, only the rst one is found to give a
non-negligible eect, which is estimated using toy Monte Carlo techniques.
For e+e− nal states, the possible error in the determination of the cos  sign, for
ambiguous cases when both leptons have the same measured charge, must also be considered
due to the asymmetric acceptance. This induces a negligible systematic uncertainty on the
acceptance, as discussed in Sections 10.4.3 and 10.5.2. The accuracy of the simulation of the
acollinearity depends on the description of initial and nal state radiation. This is checked by
comparing in data and Monte Carlo muon events rejected by the acollinearity cut. Agreement
is observed and the systematic error is set to the statistical power of the test. All uncertainties
related to systematic mis-measurements of the angles are treated as fully correlated between
all points and lepton flavours.
Table 12 summarises the main sources of systematic uncertainty discussed in this section.
10.3 Four-fermion processes
The four-fermion processes relevant for the dilepton selection are e+e− ! ‘+‘−ff, where ‘ is
a lepton and f any fermion. The corresponding four groups of gauge-invariant diagrams are
shown in Fig. 8. Here, only diagrams of group (a), (b) and (c) are considered, while diagrams
of group (d), corresponding to γγ events, are discussed in Sections 10.4 and 10.5 as a source
of background.
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Table 12: Sources of systematic error on the dilepton cross sections due to preselection and acceptance
requirements for peak 1994 data; values are expressed as a percentage of the dilepton cross sections.
Source of e+e− +− +−
relative uncertainty (%)
tpc Tracking 0.05 0.03 0.03
cos  0.02 0.01 0.01
ISR/FSR sim. 0.03 0.03 0.03
Total acceptance 0.06 0.04 0.04
MC statistics 0.05 0.06 0.07
With the pair of fermions (either ‘+‘− or ff) with the lowest invariant mass denoted
by V, these processes can be classied in two ways: qqV where V is a pair of leptons and
‘+‘−V where V is any pair of fermions. Events with the qqV topology are to be treated as
background to the lepton selection while those with the ‘+‘−V topology are to be considered
as signal because this is how the inclusive leptonic cross section is dened. This denition
is motivated by the near complete cancellation of the contribution from diagrams 8(a), 8(b)
and 8(c) with the interference of the two-loop nal state vertex correction diagram with the
lowest order one. As a result, the inclusive leptonic cross section is not singular in the limit
of vanishing lepton masses.
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Figure 8: Diagrams contributing to ‘‘V processes.
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The ‘+‘−V events are included in the nal cross sections but they are not taken
into account by UNIBAB and KORALZ. Consequently, it is necessary to consider these
events separately in the eciency calculation. Samples of e+e−V, +−V and +−V
events were produced with the four-fermion generator FERMISV. The eciency "‘‘V of the
selection procedure for these events was calculated and, where dierent from the standard
eciency "‘‘, a correction ‘‘V‘‘ was applied to the cross section according to the expression
‘‘V‘‘ = ("‘‘ − "‘‘V)‘‘V. Details on the size of these corrections for the dierent leptonic nal
states are given in Sections 10.4 and 10.5. For all selections, the ‘‘V correction is aected by a
systematic uncertainty arising from the simulation which is estimated in Ref. [38] to be lower
than 5%. Another source of systematic uncertainty common to all selections comes from the
procedure used to separate, in the Monte Carlo simulation, ‘+‘−V events with V! qq, which
are signal, from qqV events with V! ‘+‘−, which are background, when both qq and ‘+‘−
pairs have high masses (around 20{30 GeV=c2). Since this ambiguity arises in less than 10%
of the events, a systematic uncertainty of 10% is attributed to the ‘+‘−V correction.
10.4 Exclusive cross section measurements
10.4.1 Exclusive muon cross section measurement
The muon-pair events are selected by taking advantage of the low charged multiplicity, the
high momenta of the two muons and the characteristic energy deposition pattern in the
detector.
Kinematic selection
The preselection and cos  cuts described in Sections 9.1 and 9.2 are applied; the lepton
directions are dened as the momenta of the two leading tracks, which are required to be
oppositely charged. The acollinearity cut depends on the event topology as described below.
To reduce the contamination from cosmic events and beam related background, events
are accepted only if the total number of itc hits associated to the two leading tracks is at
least two, if the two leading tracks have jd0j < 2 cm and jz0j < 5 cm, and if the sum of their
momenta is less than 1:5
p
s. The acceptance "acc from Monte Carlo events at the peak is
(85:35  0:05)%.
The contamination due to two-photon interactions is reduced to a negligible level by
requiring the momentum of the leading track p1 to be larger than 0:38
p
s. After this cut, the
fraction of accepted events at the peak is (85:130:05)%. The distributions of the momentum
of the leading track p1 in events which full the acceptance cuts and the momentum of the
second fastest track p2 in events which full the p1 cut are shown in Fig. 9.
To suppress the  background, additional cuts on the reconstructed event kinematics are
applied. An event is retained if it fulls at least one of the following conditions:
 The second highest momentum track track p2 exceeds 0:38
p
s and the acollinearity 
is smaller than 20. In the approximation of only ISR photons, emitted by one beam
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(Eq. 6), the eect of these cuts is to reject events with photon energy larger than
’ 12GeV. The fraction of events, after the p1 cut, that passes this requirement is
95:12%.
 The acollinearity  is less than 10 mrad; this retains signal events with hard FSR
(Eγ > 10GeV), collinear to one of the muons. The fraction of events selected only by
this cut is 0:95%.
 A photon is identied in the ecal acceptance (j cos γ j < 0:98) consistent in energy and
position with the +−γ hypothesis. This requires that the measured photon energy
Emeasγ be equal to the expected energy E
exp
γ within four times the estimated photon
energy resolution; Eexpγ is obtained from the directions of the two leading charged tracks
and of the photon by imposing energy and momentum conservation:
Eexpγ =
p
s sin +−
sin +− + sin +γ + sin γ−
:
In addition, the angle between the photon and the closest of the two leading tracks must
be larger than 30 mrad and the event must be planar, that is j cos nˆγ j < 0:1, where
nˆγ is the angle between the photon direction and the normal to the plane of the two
leading charged particles. The sum of the photon energy and the momenta of the two
leading tracks is required to exceed 0:85
p
s. This set of cuts selects events with hard
and non collinear FSR. The fraction of events selected only by this set of cuts is 2:69%.
The eciency after all the above kinematic cuts is (84:08  0:05)% at the peak, with a
dependence on centre-of-mass energy which is less than 2%.
Muon identification
The last step in the selection involves the identication of the muons (discussed in
Section 3) to eliminate the Bhabha background, topologically very similar to the muon-pair
events, and further reduce the  contamination. For all events selected by the kinematic
selection, it is required that at least one of the two leading tracks be identied as a muon.
The muon identication eciency is measured with data at each energy point by applying
all cuts except muon identication and counting the events in which one or both muons are
tagged. Since a bias on the eciency measurement could be induced by the presence of a
residual +− contamination, charged tracks are required to be minimum ionising in ecal
and hcal. According to Monte Carlo simulation this lter reduces the +− contamination
in the singly tagged events from 5% to 2.5% and the bias on the event identication eciency
"id from −5:2 10−5 to −2:1 10−5.
Correlations in the identication eciency between the two muons introduced by the
presence of inactive zones in the hcal or muon chambers are evaluated with the +− Monte
Carlo simulation, leading to a correction factor on the eciency of 1+(0:3180:020) 10−3 .
After all corrections, the mean identication eciency is measured to be "id = 0:97630:0003
for a single track and "id = 0:99976  0:00001 for the event, where the uncertainties are
statistical only. The ineciency is essentially due to aligned inactive zones in the hcal and
in the muon chambers.
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Figure 9: Exclusive +− selection: distribution of (a) the momentum p1 of the leading track in
events that full the acceptance cuts and (b) the momentum p2 of the second fastest track in events
that full the p1 cut. Only events with at least one identied muon are plotted here. The arrows
indicate the applied cuts. Dots are the data, the open histogram is the Monte Carlo for signal plus
background and the hatched histogram is the +− Monte Carlo.
As a check of the systematic uncertainty, the eciencies measured with this method
were compared with those derived by using a sample of +− events selected with the same
kinematic cuts but requiring minimum ionising particles in ecal only. The dierence was
found to be negligible with the exception of a period in 1995 when 1/12 of the hcal and muon
chamber barrel were aected by a readout problem. Therefore the 1995 peak, peak+2 and
peak−2 eciencies were corrected and an additional systematic error, 0:210−3 (relative) at
the peak point, was assigned to the cross sections measured during these periods. The overall
eciency of this selection for 1994 is "acc"sel = (84:06  0:05)%.
Background and ‘‘V correction
After the complete selection, the most important source of background originates from
e+e− ! +− events. From Monte Carlo simulation, this background fraction fbkg is
estimated to be (0:266  0:006)% at the peak. The background from Bhabha events is
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also evaluated from simulated events and is found to be negligible. The residual cosmic-
ray contamination is estimated for each energy point by loosening the jz0j cut and using the
number of additional events found to estimate the number of background events accepted by
the standard jz0j requirements. The average resulting background fraction is (4:00:5)10−4 .
The additional correction V for the ‘‘V events, evaluated as described in Section 10.3,
amounts to 1:2 pb for the peak cross section.
Systematic checks
The study of the systematic uncertainties related to the acceptance cuts are described in
Section 10.2. The systematic uncertainties related to the cut on the leading track momentum
were studied by investigating both the momentum measurement calibration and resolution.
The momentum calibration was studied by rescaling the particle momenta in order to
equalise the peak position of the muon momentum distributions in dierent polar angle
regions and reselecting the events. The relative dierences between the re-evaluated cross
sections and the original ones are consistent with zero. A systematic error equivalent to the
statistical accuracy of the test is therefore assumed, varying between 6  10−5 in 1994 and
2:4  10−4 in 1990. Because the momentum correction factors were evaluated year by year,
this systematic uncertainty is considered to be correlated for data collected in the same year
but uncorrelated from year to year.
The impact of the momentum resolution was investigated by applying to the simulated
track momenta a Gaussian smearing, the width of which is a function of the polar angle, to
match the resolution observed in the data. The relative change in the cross section and the
statistical error on the change provide the related systematic uncertainties. These are of the
order of 6  10−5 at the peak, with the exception of the 1990 data, where the uncertainty
degrades to 5 10−4 due to the absence of vdet.
As described previously, about 2% of the simulated events are selected as +−γ events
with a photon detected in ecal. For this class of events the most critical cut is that on
the dierence between the expected and measured photon energy, which is very ecient in
reducing the  background. The systematic uncertainties related to this cut were investigated
by changing the photon energies to make the Eexpγ −Emeasγ distributions identical in data and
Monte Carlo. The resulting relative systematic uncertainty on the cross sections is 5 10−4,
which is treated as correlated between all points since it is mainly due to the Monte Carlo
description of the photon showers.
The simulation of the radiative events was also checked by comparing the results of the
standard analysis with those obtained by applying a looser (0:24
p
s) momentum cut to the
next-to-leading track, and no +−γ selection. The systematic uncertainty estimated with
this check is about 5 10−4, correlated between all points.
Table 13 summarises the relative systematic uncertainties for data at peak energy. The
correlation coecients between points at equivalent centre-of-mass energies but from dierent
years are typically in the range (75{90)%, decreasing to (15{35)% for points from the same
year.
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Table 13: Exclusive +− selection: examples of relative systematic uncertainties (in %) for the 1994
(1995) peak points.
Source = (%)
Acceptance 0.05
Momentum calibration 0.006 (0.009)
Momentum resolution 0.005
Photon energy 0.05
Radiative events 0.05
Muon identication ’ 0:001 (0.02)
Monte Carlo statistics 0.06
Total 0.10 (0.11)
10.4.2 Exclusive tau cross section measurement
Tau-pair event selection is mainly based on the following characteristics of +− events: low
particle multiplicity, narrow jets, and presence of undetected neutrinos.
Kinematic selection
The event selection makes use of the following energy-flow objects: charged particles
having jd0j < 2 cm and j cos j < 0:95, photons with energy greater than 1 GeV, and neutral
hadrons with energy greater than 1.5 GeV. The selected energy-flow objects are used to
calculate the thrust axis and the event is divided in hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to
this axis. The tau directions are dened as the vector sum of the momenta of the selected
objects in each hemisphere.
After the preselection cuts described in Section 9.1 are applied, events are retained if they
have at least one charged track per hemisphere and at most eight charged tracks in total; the
acceptance cuts described in Section 9.2 are then applied. According to the Monte Carlo, the
fraction of signal events surviving these requirements is "acc = (82:56  0:07)% at the peak.
Further background rejection is obtained by requiring:
 either the total reconstructed energy Erec to be larger than 0.175
p
s or the absolute
dierence between the transverse momenta of the jets to be greater than 0.033
p
s; this
is to reduce the two-photon background;
 the sum of the momenta of the leading charged track from each hemisphere to be smaller
than 0:8
p
s, in order to remove Bhabha and dimuon events;
 at least one charged track with jz0j < 5 cm and jd0j < 1 cm to reject cosmic-ray events.
Rejection of specific background sources
In the subsample of events (designated qq-like) which full at least one of the following
two additional criteria:
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 the maximum hemisphere invariant mass is larger than 3 GeV=c2,
 both hemispheres have more than one good charged particle or an invariant mass larger
than 0:8 GeV=c2,
the contamination from hadronic Z decays is further reduced by applying the following cuts:
 Nobj1 Nobj2 < 50 and op1 +op2 < 0:30 rad, where Nobji is the number of energy-flow objects
and opi is the largest angle between two charged tracks in the ith hemisphere,
 the minimum hemisphere invariant mass is required to be <1:8 GeV=c2 (this cut is
relaxed to 3 GeV=c2 if at least one hemisphere has only one charged particle).
An event is said to be Bhabha-like if all charged tracks are identied as electrons. Here,
charged tracks pointing less than 3 cm away from the ecal cracks are also called electrons
unless they are positively identied as muons. The fractions of e+e− and +− events tagged
as Bhabha-like after the initial cuts are 99.5% and 8%, respectively.
Correspondingly, dimuon-like events have either both leading charged tracks identied as
muons [6] or one leading charged track identied as a muon and the energy in the opposite
hemisphere in excess of 0.45
p
s. The fractions of +− and +− events tagged as dimuon-like
at this level are 98.8% and 7%, respectively.
Final Bhabha and dimuon rejection is achieved by applying total energy related cuts to
Bhabha-like and dimuon-like events. The total energy Etot is dened as Erec + Erad, where
Erec is the total reconstructed energy and Erad is the energy of photon(s) collinear to the
beam, computed from the jet directions and imposing four-momentum conservation. Possible
losses of photons due to ecal cracks are tagged using the variables Dγ;i, dened by taking
the tangent at the origin to the leading track in each hemisphere, extrapolating it to the
ecal, and computing the minimum distance from the cracks. Bhabha rejection is obtained
by applying a staggered cut in the variables Dmin = min(Dγ;i) and Etot; events are retained
if Etot < 0:8
p
s when Dmin > 6 cm, or Etot < 0:7
p
s when Dmin < 6 cm. Dimuon rejection
is obtained by requiring maxE = max(P‘;1; P‘;2;Etot=2) < 0:45
p
s, where P‘;i are the leading
momenta.
Finally, events with two charged particles, momentum imbalance less than 15% of the sum
of the reconstructed momenta and ecal energy less than 0.3
p
s are required to have more
than four itc hits associated with the leading tracks, to reduce the cosmic-ray contamination.
The distributions for some of the variables used in dening the selection cuts are shown
for 1994 data in Fig. 10.
Background
The background fractions are estimated using data and Monte Carlo simulations; as an
example, the total contamination fbkg and the breakdown of the contributing sources are
given in Table 14, as determined for the 1994 data sample.
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Figure 10: Exclusive +− selection: distribution of some of the variables used in the selection;
see text for the description of the variables. The dots represent the 1994 data, the shaded areas the
+− Monte Carlo and the crossed-hatched areas the dominant background rejected by the cut on
the displayed variable. a) Acollinearity for events selected by applying all the other selection cuts; b)
Nobj1 N
obj
2 for qq-like events, normalised to the value of the cut applied; c) Etot for Bhabha-like events,
normalised to the value of the cut applied; d) maxE for dimuon-like events. The arrows indicate the
position of the cuts.
The hadronic and two-photon contaminations were measured on the data by tting the
distributions for the relevant Monte Carlo observables; these were checked on enriched samples
of qq and two-photon events and the assigned errors (15% and 10%, respectively) reflect the
observed level of agreement between data and Monte Carlo.
The contamination due to electron and muon pairs depends on the lepton identication
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Table 14: Exclusive +− selection: breakdown of the contributions to the total background
contamination fbkg in the 1994 data sample.
Source Fraction (%)
e+e− 0:67  0:05
+− 0:10  0:02
qq 0:28  0:04
two-photon 0:36  0:04
cosmic rays 0:01  0:00
fbkg 1:42  0:08
probabilities, which is not perfectly reproduced by the Monte Carlo, especially in the low
polar angle regions of the detector. These were measured on data, using selected samples of
electrons and muons. The errors on these measurements are the main systematic contribution
to the estimates of the Bhabha and +− background sources.
The error on the total background contamination translates into a systematic error on
the +− cross section of  0:8  10−3. The bulk of the ps dependence of the Bhabha,
hadronic and dimuon background is taken into account automatically by the normalisation
to the data. The remaining dependence is taken into account with the Monte Carlo. For
two-photon processes a constant cross section is assumed over the
p
s range considered.
Efficiency
The eciency "sel of the selection cuts is obtained from the data using a sample of
articial +− events. A tight tau selection, based on the information of one hemisphere, is
designed to select on the opposite side an almost unbiased sample of tau hemispheres. The
selected hemispheres are then paired to form articial +− events from which the eciency
is determined. At the peak, "sel is measured to be  94%.
This procedure introduces two systematic biases. The rst arises from the loss of
correlation between the hemispheres and from the angular dependence of the tagging
eciency. The second results from a background arising mainly from residual hadronic Z
decays. These eects are taken into account by applying a correction estimated by Monte
Carlo which induces a systematic uncertainty on the selection eciency of 0:8 10−3.
The
p
s dependence of the selection eciency is studied with simulated events. A small
dependence (<1:6%) is found, arising from the variation of the hemisphere invariant mass
distribution with
p
s due to the dierent amounts of QED radiation. The size of the eect
is checked with data using articial tau pairs, and found to be in agreement with the Monte
Carlo prediction. A systematic error of 20% of the correction was added in quadrature to the
Monte Carlo statistical error.
Finally, as mentioned in Section 10.3, a small correction V is applied to account for
the dierent selection eciency for events of the +−V topology. The correction is 2.04 pb
at the peak with a slight dependence on
p
s.
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Table 15: Exclusive +− selection: breakdown of nal systematic uncertainties (in %) on the cross
section measurement with the 1994 data set. Component A is common to all data points while
component B is uncorrelated between data sets corresponding to dierent years of data taking.
Source A B AB
Acceptance 0.03 0.04 0.05
Eciency
Preselection cuts 0.05 0.04 0.07
qq cuts 0.06 0.09 0.11
Bhabha cuts 0.03 0.04 0.05
Dimuon cuts 0.03 0.03 0.05
Total Eciency 0.08 0.11 0.14
Background
γγ 0.04 - 0.04
qq 0.04 - 0.04
Bhabha 0.05 0.01 0.05
Dimuon 0.02 0.01 0.02
Total background 0.07 0.01 0.08
MC statistics - 0.07 0.07
Total 0.12 0.13 0.18
Total systematic error
The total systematic uncertainty on the cross section at the peak for the 1994 data sets is
0.18%. The breakdown into the dierent sources is given in Table 15. To preserve sensitivity
to possible variations of the detector performance with time, the above-mentioned systematic
checks were performed separately for each year of data taking using the data collected at the
peak. The sources of systematic uncertainty which are related to the Monte Carlo simulation
are combined to give a smaller but fully correlated error (part A in the table). The remaining
component (B), uncorrelated between data sets corresponding to dierent years of data taking,
is dominated by the statistics of the sample of articial events used to measure the eciency.
The additional errors aecting o-peak points due to the
p
s dependence of the acceptance
and selection eciencies are considered to be fully correlated.
The correlation coecients between systematic errors assigned to peak points
corresponding to dierent years of data taking range between 17% and 47%; for data taken
at dierent centre-of-mass energies in the same year these coecients are of the order of 80%.
10.4.3 Exclusive electron cross section measurement
The selection of wide-angle Bhabha events is based on kinematic cuts and requires tracks
with high momenta and large energy deposition in ecal. Since the event topologies are
rather clean, particle identication is only used for event rejection.
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Kinematic selection
First, the preselection conditions are tightened by retaining those events in which between
two and six good tracks with jd0j < 2 cm and jz0j < 5 cm are selected. Then, in order to
reject +− and +− nal states, cuts are applied to the momenta of the two leading tracks
in the event and to the associated shower energies measured in the ecal. The possible loss
of electromagnetic energy due to the radiation of a photon is corrected for, as is the energy
which escapes through cracks in the ecal but is detected by the hcal.
The correction algorithm for the inclusion of photon or hcal energy works as follows.
Assuming a photon was radiated from the second highest momentum nal state track, the
expected position of the photon is (; ) = (2; 1 ), where the indices refer to the highest
and second highest momentum track. The energy of the most energetic ecal cluster not
associated to a track is added, if its position matches the expected photon position within 20
in polar and azimuthal angles. The hcal energy associated with either of the most energetic
tracks is added only in the case of two-track events, in order to avoid enriching the background
from +− events.
The selection requires the sum of the momenta of the two selected tracks to exceed 0.05
p
s,
the sum of the track-associated ecal energies to exceed 0.20
p
s and the sum of the momenta
plus the sum of the energies including all corrections to be larger than 1.20
p
s , the last being
the most stringent cut. These cut values are optimised by studying Monte Carlo distributions
of the signal and the main background sources, an example of which is given in Fig. 11. In
order to remove radiative muon pairs further, an event is rejected if both tracks are identied
as muons [6].
Acceptance
As described in Section 9.2, the analysis is performed inside an acceptance dened by
−0:9  cos   +0:7 and   20: In a small number of events (0.6%) both leading tracks
have the same charge as a consequence of poorly measured tracks or photon conversions. In
such events, the charge sign of the highest momentum track is used to dene the positive and
negative lepton in the calculation of cos . In those cases where the highest momentum track
has a large momentum error (p=p > 0:5) the charge sign of the second highest momentum
track is used. Since the angular distribution of Bhabha events is very asymmetric due to the
t channel, a wrong sign assignment may introduce a systematic error on the acceptance. The
rate of same-sign events is measured to be approximately 30% higher in the data than in
Monte Carlo. A rescaling factor is therefore applied to the Monte Carlo to accommodate this
dierence, leading to a correction on the acceptance of 1:1  10−4, derived from the number
of events where the positive and negative leptons are incorrectly assigned.
Efficiency and Background
The eciency "sel of the selection within the acceptance is evaluated with the UNIBAB
Monte Carlo. It is found to be essentially constant as a function of beam energy at a value of
about 98.9%. The major sources of ineciency are the charged track requirements (0.4%),
the (E + p) cut (0.6%) and the E cut (0.1%).
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Figure 11: Exclusive e+e− selection: distribution of the sum of energy and momentum of lepton pair
events, normalised to the centre-of-mass energy, for data and Monte Carlo before muon identication
cuts.
To determine the contamination from background events a number of Monte Carlo samples
were analysed with the selection criteria outlined above. In the case of +−, γγ and qq
events the background contamination is negligible (< 7 10−5 for qq , < 4 10−5 for γγ and
< 1 10−5 for +−).
The only channel that contributes at a non-negligible level is the +− nal state. The
Monte Carlo samples used to evaluate the tau contamination were corrected by re-calibrating
the hadronic part of the energy deposited in the ecal, i.e., that energy that is not associated
to photons. This correction is a function of track momentum, polar angle and hadronic
energy deposited in the ecal. The magnitude of the correction is only appreciable at large
j cos j, where it contributes typically 20% of the energy released in the ecal by the track.
Figure 12 shows the ratio of the energy deposited in the ecal and the momentum of the
hadron for  mesons originating from tau decays a) before and b) after this correction. The
+− background contamination is approximately 1.3% of the total s channel signal at the
peak and shows little variation with centre-of-mass energy.
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Figure 12: Exclusive e+e− selection: energy deposited by topologically selected pions in the ecal
divided by the hadron’s momentum, a) before energy correction and b) after energy correction. Points
represent the data, and the histogram is the Monte Carlo.
Systematic uncertainties
To evaluate the systematic uncertainty associated with the selection procedure,
comparisons were made between Monte Carlo and data for the individually measured
quantities that enter into the selection. In the Monte Carlo each quantity is smeared and
shifted according to the dierence between Monte Carlo and data plus one statistical standard
deviation. The selection is then re-applied and the net impact on the nal cross sections is
measured. This exercise is repeated with data sets from all years and at all centre-of-mass
energies. No signicant dierence between years and energies is observed, and consequently
one systematic error is assumed for all data sets. In the case of the signal eciency the
uncertainty is 0.05% for the (E + p) cut and 0.02% for the E cut. For the tau background
the values are 0.07% for the (E + p) cut and 0.02% for the E cut. In both cases the
systematic error due to the p cut is completely negligible. Since these errors are evaluated
for the entire data sample, full correlation is assumed between data points.
The hadronic energy correction is studied for systematic eects by varying the magnitude
of the correction according to the statistical accuracy by which the correction factors are
determined, i.e., 7.5% in the ecal barrel and 9.5% in the ecal endcaps. The variations are
fully simulated and the net number of events gained or lost through this change results in a
systematic uncertainty of typically 0.02%. Because the Monte Carlo samples are available for
each energy point, this error is taken to be fully correlated between like energy points only.
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Table 16: Exclusive e+e− selection: summary of the relative systematic errors (in %) for the electron
cross section measurement for the 1994 peak data point.
Source = (%)
Acceptance 0.06
E cut 0.02
(E + p) cut 0.05
+− background 0.08
t channel subtraction 0.11
Hadronic energy correction 0.02
MC statistics 0.05
Total 0.17
Systematic errors due to the t channel subtraction are discussed in Section 9.3. This source
of systematic error is the largest one, particularly for energies below the peak. The corrections
eeVee applied to the Bhabha cross sections (Section 10.3) vary slightly with centre-of-mass
energy, reaching a maximum of 0.32 pb at the peak.
The systematic uncertainties for the dierent sources are listed in Table 16. The
correlations between systematic errors for data samples in the same year are of the order of
80{90%. For data samples taken at equivalent centre-of-mass energies but in dierent years
the correlation coecients vary between 65 and 75% and are mainly due to the t channel
subtraction.
10.4.4 Correlations between exclusive cross section measurements
In addition to the correlations between dierent data sets induced, within each lepton
species, by the common systematic uncertainties discussed in the previous sections, there
exist interspecies correlations of a statistical and systematic nature.
The statistical correlations arise from events which are in common between the selected
samples. This event overlap is found to be non-negligible only between electrons and taus
( 1%). The largest contribution to the correlations induced by systematic uncertainties
arises from the errors assigned to the acceptance corrections (discussed in Section 10.2)
which were evaluated in the same way for all selections and are therefore treated as fully
correlated. Independent methods were used to evaluate the systematic uncertainties due
to selection eciency and background determination. The corresponding correlations are
therefore expected to be small and are neglected.
The correlations were taken into account in the tting procedure described in Section 13.2.
Their combined eect is approximately 2% of the total error in the largest case (for the 1994
data sets).
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10.5 Global analysis
In this section a new analysis based on a global selection of the dilepton sample is described.
The aim is to optimise the measurement of R‘ by reducing the uncertainties and correlations
arising from the flavour separation. The distinctive feature of this approach is the complete
reconstruction and identication of both hemispheres of the dilepton candidates. This is then
used to reject background and obtain a pure sample of dilepton events. Once this sample
is obtained, flavour separation is performed, each event being allocated to one of the three
flavours. This separation is needed in order to identify Bhabha events from which the t
channel contribution must be subtracted.
First the preselection described in Section 9.1 is applied. Next, charged and neutral objects
are dened, based on the reconstructed tracks of charged particles as well as electromagnetic
and hadronic clusters; events with fewer than two objects are rejected. The event is then
divided into hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, thus dening two
jets. Events with fewer than one good track per jet are rejected.
10.5.1 Particle identification and hemisphere classification
For both hemispheres of the dilepton candidates the charged and neutral particles are
identied using the procedure described in Section 3. The identication is performed in
two steps: rst, electrons are identied and a search for converted photons is performed, then
charged tracks not associated to a converted photon are identied. Charged tracks pointing
to ecal cracks are not identied. Charged tracks are therefore classied as electrons, muons,
hadrons, or unknown.
Hemispheres are classied according to the number and nature of their particles. Four
types of hemispheres are dened: electron (e), muon (), hadronic (mh+n0) with or without
additional photons, and unknown (u). In addition, hadronic hemispheres are classied
according to the number of charged hadrons. For dilepton events the number of charged
particles (i.e., prongs) in a hemisphere is necessarily odd; therefore if an even number of
tracks is reconstructed, it is assumed that one track was lost. If a hemisphere contains an
identied electron or muon accompanied by hadrons (or unknown tracks), it is classied as
hadronic. This classication is used throughout the analysis, for background subtraction as
well as for flavour separation. As an illustration, Fig. 13 shows the invariant mass distribution
of hemispheres classied as hadronic in the dilepton data sample. The contribution of
 !  and  ! a1 decays can be clearly identied.
10.5.2 Acceptance
The centre-of-mass scattering angle  and the acollinearity are calculated as described in
Section 9.1 and the standard acceptance denition is used (Section 9.2).
The polar angles of the two outgoing leptons are determined according to the hemisphere
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Figure 13: Global selection: invariant mass of hadronic hemispheres classied as mh+n0 with
m + n 2. The points represent the data, and the histogram the +− Monte Carlo.
type. For hemispheres classied as electron, muon, one-prong hadronic with not more than
one 0 or unknown with not more than one 0, the direction of the outgoing lepton is taken as
the direction of the momentum of the leading track. For all other hemispheres the direction
of the jet momentum is taken. The charge of the outgoing lepton is the charge of the leading
track or that of the jet. If the jet has zero charge, the other hemisphere is used to assign the
charge. Ambiguous cases where both hemispheres have the same charge are resolved using
the sign of the track with the smallest jd0j value in the one-prong/one-prong case, the sign
of the track rather than that of the jet in the one-prong/3-prong case and nally, the sign of
the leading track of a jet in the 3-prong/3-prong case.
In the Monte Carlo simulation of the electron channel the wrong sign assignment
introduces a variation of the acceptance of (0:024  0:003)%. Data and Monte Carlo
distributions for events with two like-sign hemispheres are compared. The shapes of the
distributions are the same, however a rescaling factor of 1.6 must be applied to the Monte
Carlo. This leads to a correction of (0:015  0:003)% on the acceptance.
Systematic errors associated with the preselection and with the acceptance cuts are
described in Section 10.2. Table 17 gives these uncertainties in % of the dilepton cross
sections for data taken in 1994.
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10.5.3 Dilepton selection
A number of kinematic variables are dened, which are used for background subtraction or
flavour separation.
For each hemisphere the following variables are dened:
 p denotes the momentum of the most energetic charged particle.
 E is the electromagnetic energy associated to this particle, measured in ecal. If the
particle points to an ecal crack and if an hcal cluster is associated to it, the energy
of the corresponding hcal cluster is added.
 Eγ is the energy of the most energetic photon (converted or not) contained inside a cone
of 20 opening around this track.
 Ehem = E + Eγ .
 Minv denotes the invariant mass of the hemisphere.
 op, the opening angle of a jet, is dened as the largest of the angles between any two
charged particles of a jet.
The following variables are dened for each event:
 Etot is the sum of the energies of all charged particles, 0s and single photons.
 pt is the dierence in transverse momentum between the most energetic charged
particles of each hemisphere.
Rejection of γγ background
The cut in acollinearity eliminates a large fraction of γγ events. The remaining background
is estimated to be of  0:10 nb. To further reduce it, cuts are applied in the plane of
total energy Etot versus the transverse momentum dierence pt. If both hemispheres
of the event are classied as e or  the cut is Etot + 10pt > 0:44
p
s, otherwise it is
Etot > 0:14
p
s or pt > 0:07Ebeam. The tighter cut in the former case reduces the dominant
background arising from γγ ! e+e−and γγ ! +−events. This leaves a γγ background of
(3:2  0:2) pb as estimated from Monte Carlo, which represents (0:26  0:02)% of the +−
events inside the acceptance at
p
s = MZ. The resulting ineciency for the +− channel is
(1:53 0:02)% inside the acceptance. It is a few 10−5 for the +− events and is neglected in
the following. For the Bhabha channel the ineciency is (0:042  0:003)% for jcos j < 0:9
and (0:017  0:003)% in the interval −0:9 < cos  < 0:7.
Rejection of hadronic background
Hadronic Z decays are characterised by a large number of objects, large jet opening angles
and large hemisphere invariant masses.
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For events with the one-prong/one-prong topology the qq background is very low.
Hadronic events with such a low multiplicity are in general close to the acceptance limit,
their total energy is small, and most of them are rejected by the cuts against γγ events. The
contribution of this background is of the order of 0.3 pb at
p
s = MZ and no further attempt
is made to remove it.
As explained in Section 10.3, four-fermion events of the ‘+‘−V type are included in the
dilepton sample. These events tend to have large jet opening angles and could therefore be
rejected as qq background. In order to increase the eciency for ‘+‘−V nal states, no cuts
against qq are applied to events with fewer than ve good tracks if at least one of the two
following conditions is satised
 both hemispheres are classied as electron or muon
 at least one hemisphere is clearly leptonic, i.e., it is classied as electron and the leading
track momentum is in excess of 0:55Ebeam, as muon with a leading track momentum in
excess of 0:77Ebeam, or as hadronic one-prong (with at most one 0) with j cos j < 0:8
and an invariant mass between 0.5 GeV=c2 and 1.0 GeV=c2.
The remaining sample, on which cuts against hadronic events are applied, contains 23% of
the +− events, less than 0.02% of the +− events and less than 0.05% of the e+e− events.
Further rejection is based on likelihood estimators built for each hemisphere using
Monte Carlo reference distributions. Dierent reference distributions are used for the barrel
and endcap regions. For one-prong hemispheres the invariant mass and the number of
reconstructed charged and neutral tracks are used to build the estimator; for hemispheres
with three or more prongs the jet opening angle op is added.
For each hemisphere i the normalised  identication estimator is computed as E;i =
e=(e + ehad), where e and ehad are the values of the  and hadronic estimators for the
corresponding topology of the hemisphere [39]. For each event the normalised estimator is then
given by E+− = E;1  E;2. Figure 14 shows the distribution of E+− in one-prong/three-
prong events for +− and qq Monte Carlo events and for data. The plot contains only those
events on which cuts against qq are applied. The same gure also shows the distribution for
three-prong/three-prong events. One-prong/three-prong events are rejected if E+− < 0:04
and three-prong/three-prong events are rejected if E+− < 0:3.
In order to avoid a statistical bias, Monte Carlo samples dierent from those used to build
the estimators were used to measure the ineciency and the background. The ineciencies
obtained from Monte Carlo are (0:97  0:02)% for +−, (0:009  0:003)% for +− and
(0:002  0:001)% for e+e− events. The remaining qq background is estimated to represent
(0:32  0:02)% of the +− events inside the acceptance.
The correction applied to the leptonic cross sections to take into account ‘+‘−V events
(Section 10.3) varies from 0.51 pb in the case of +− V events, to 1.57 pb in the case of
+−V events.
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Figure 14: Global selection: distribution of the normalised estimator Eτ+τ− in (a) one-prong/three-
prong events and (b) three-prong/three-prong events. The points represent the data, the open
histogram the +− Monte Carlo and the hatched histogram the qq Monte Carlo. The arrows indicate
the position of the cuts.
The γγ and qq backgrounds as well as the resulting ineciencies quoted in this section
are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations and the errors quoted represent only the Monte
Carlo statistics. Systematic uncertainties will be described in the following section.
Rejection of residual background
Cosmic-ray events occur randomly in time and space. For cosmic events which cross the
detector during a beam crossing the correlation between the d0 values of the leading tracks
in the two hemispheres is used. Asynchronous events are rejected by the requirement that
the total number of hits in the itc be at least one. This cut also rejects e+e− ! γγ events
in which the two photons converted after the itc. Both the ineciency introduced by this
rejection and the remaining background are of the order of a few 10−5.
10.5.4 Systematic errors arising from the dilepton selection
In this section the methods used to estimate systematic errors on the eciencies and
backgrounds are described.
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Systematic errors on the efficiency
For e+e− and +− nal states the ineciencies due to γγ rejection cuts are very small
and therefore the agreement between data and Monte Carlo is dicult to check. Data and
Monte Carlo predictions have been compared for high values of Etot. No disagreement is
found, but the statistical error of this test represents 100% of the predicted ineciency. The
nal ineciency inside the acceptance is (0:017  0:017)% for the e+e− channel and of the
order of 10−5 for the +− channel. The latter is safely neglected.
For the +− channel the agreement between data and Monte Carlo is checked in a region
of the phase space where the γγ contribution is low. Events in which both hemispheres
are classied as electron or muon are considered if the acollinearity  is less than 10 and
Etot + 10pt is between 0.22
p
s and 0.44
p
s. For all the other events it is required that Etot
be greater than 0.08
p
s and smaller than 0.14
p
s. The remaining γγ contribution is estimated
from Monte Carlo and subtracted from the data. The ratio of the number of selected events
in data and Monte Carlo is consistent with unity, therefore no correction is applied to the
Monte Carlo. The systematic uncertainty is derived from the statistical uncertainty on the
ratio. The nal ineciency in the +− channel arising from γγ rejection is (1:54  0:06)%
inside the acceptance.
Since the data at all the energy points have the same behaviour and no correction is
applied to the Monte Carlo, this study is performed globally and the resulting systematic
error is fully correlated between energy points.
For most of the e+e− and +− events no cuts against the hadronic background are
applied. Ineciencies are lower than 10−4 and the corresponding systematic errors are
therefore neglected. The rejection of hadronic events mainly aects the +− channel. An
important reason for which +− events are lost is nuclear interactions with the detector
material. Such events tend to have high reconstructed invariant masses and large jet opening
angles. Moreover nuclear interactions are not fully simulated in the Monte Carlo. The
ineciency was therefore estimated from the data. For this purpose +− events are selected
using tight selection criteria to flag tau-like hemispheres classied as electron or muon. With
the sample of opposite hemispheres, articial +− events are constructed by associating
two such back-to-back hemispheres and the qq selection is applied. Figure 15 shows the
distribution of the normalised estimator E+− for the data and Monte Carlo samples of
articial +− events.
In order to assess the validity of this method and to correct for possible biases, two
dierent Monte Carlo reference samples are used. On the rst sample the same procedure of
articial +− events is applied, on the second one the qq selection is applied directly. The
nal ineciency in data is (1:00 0:11)% of the e+e− ! +− events inside the acceptance.
The error reflects the statistical uncertainty of the data and Monte Carlo articial samples.
Independent studies are performed for each year of data taking, therefore this uncertainty is
uncorrelated between energy points of dierent years.
Systematic errors on the background
The systematic error on the γγ background is obtained by comparing data and Monte
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Figure 15: Global selection: distribution of the normalised estimator Eτ+τ− (a) for articial one-
prong/three-prong events and (b) three-prong/three-prong events. The points represent the data, and
the histogram the +− Monte Carlo. The arrows indicate the position of the cuts.
Carlo for events lying outside the acceptance cut in acollinearity (20 <  < 40), where γγ
events are dominant. The comparison is performed separately for events identied as e/e and
/ in order to check both the γγ ! e+e−and γγ ! +− Monte Carlo simulations. The
agreement is good for the e/e sample but a rescaling factor of 1.1 must be applied for the
/ events. Inside the acceptance but close to its limit (10 <  < 20) the same behaviour
is observed, however because in this case the dilepton contribution is no longer negligible the
values obtained for the background outside the acceptance are used, with a systematic error
corresponding to the error obtained for 10 <  < 20. A global study was performed for all
energy points and the resulting γγ background is (3:1  0:2) pb.
Hadronic events that survive the dilepton selection are pathological, low multiplicity events
and one can expect that they are not well simulated in the Monte Carlo. As explained
in Section 10.5.3, for a large fraction of the dilepton candidates no cuts against qq events
are applied. The resulting background, as estimated from Monte Carlo, is very small; it
represents only 0.05% of the +− sample. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo
has been veried on events with a small value of the normalised estimator E+− . Although
no disagreement is found, the statistical signicance of the test is low and therefore the Monte
Carlo prediction is used with a 50% systematic uncertainty assigned as systematic uncertainty.
For the remaining sample, the systematic error is estimated by comparing the distribution
of the normalised estimator E+− in data and Monte Carlo independently for events with
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Table 17: Global selection: systematic uncertainties in % of dilepton cross sections for peak 1994
data. Correlations between lepton flavours are taken into account in the ‘+‘− column.
e+e− +− +− ‘+‘−
Global selection
Preselection and acceptance 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05
γγ cuts (*) 0.02 - 0.05 0.02
qq cuts - - 0.11 0.04
γγ background (*) - - 0.02 -
qq background(*) - - 0.04 0.01
Flavour separation
+−=+− - 0.03 0.03 -
e+e−=+− cos  < 0:7 0.08 - 0.07 0.01
e+e−=+− cos   0:7 - - 0.06 0.02
t channel subtraction
(*) 0.11 - - 0.04
Monte Carlo statistics
0.05 0.06 0.07 0.04
Total 0.16 0.08 0.19 0.09
(*) uncertainties fully correlated between energy points.
the one-prong/three-prong and three-prong/three-prong topologies. A rst check is made
on events which have been rejected by qq cuts in each topology. The number of events
found in data and Monte Carlo agree for the one-prong/three-prong topology, but for the
three-prong/three-prong events a rescaling factor of 0.8 must be applied to the qq Monte
Carlo. Next, the shapes of the E distributions for one-prong and three-prong hemispheres
are compared in data and Monte Carlo. The agreement is good at the level of a few % for
one-prong hemispheres over the entire distribution of E . It is however only at the level of
20% at high values of the estimator for three-prong hemispheres. A systematic uncertainty
of 20% is therefore assigned to the background estimate in one-prong/three-prong events
and 40% in the three-prong/three-prong topology. A global study has been performed on
all the energy points, and the qq background at centre-of-mass energy
p
s is taken to be
(3:6  0:6) pb  (qq)(
p
s)=qq(MZ)).
All the systematic errors described in this section are summarised in Table 17 for data
taken in 1994.
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Figure 16: Global selection: Ehem + p in hemisphere 1 versus hemisphere 2 for events identied as
/. The triangles represent the +− Monte Carlo, the full circles the +− Monte Carlo. The lines
indicate the cuts that dene the +− sample.
10.5.5 Flavour separation
The great majority of Bhabha events (97%) have both hemispheres classied as electron or
unknown; the remaining ones consist of one electron hemisphere, the other hemisphere being
one-prong hadronic. Dimuon nal states are found to yield two hemispheres classied as muon
(98%), or muon and one-prong hadronic. Particle identication and hemisphere classication
are therefore sucient for +− and Bhabha separation and the two resulting samples are
totally uncorrelated.
In order to select +− and Bhabha nal states it is therefore only necessary to distinguish
them from +− events. For this purpose, kinematic cuts are applied in the two-dimensional
distribution of the sums Ehem + p in the two hemispheres of an event (Section 10.5.1). These
cuts depend on the event topology and hemisphere classication. For example, Fig. 16 shows
the two-dimensional plot of the sum of the energy and momentum of each hemisphere in
events identied as /. All dilepton events which are not selected as +− or e+e− are
called +−. Table 18 gives the fraction of Monte Carlo events attributed to each lepton
flavour.
For e+e− and +− events classied as +− there are two possible sources of systematic
errors in the flavour separation: the rst arises from e and  identication, and the second
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one from energy and momentum measurement.
The agreement between data and Monte Carlo for electron and muon identication
has been checked using Bhabha and +− events with one clear high momentum e or 
hemisphere. In the sample of opposite hemispheres there are fewer muons and electrons
misidentied as hadrons in the Monte Carlo than in the data, and a correction factor of
1:30  0:04 must be applied. This leads to a systematic uncertainty of 0.02% for the +−
channel and of 0.03% for the e+e− channel.
Systematic uncertainties on the energy and momentum measurements arise from imperfect
simulation of initial and nal state radiation, as well as from the not optimal modelling of
the energy measurement in the electromagnetic calorimeter. These eects are estimated
by comparing data and Monte Carlo in appropriate regions of the phase space. The most
important contribution to the systematic error is due to the imperfect modelling of the
energy measurement in the electromagnetic calorimeter. This is shown in Fig. 17 where
the distribution of the sum of energy and momentum for Bhabha-like hemispheres is given for
data and Monte Carlo. The quality of the agreement in the region of low values of Ehem+p
(between 40 and 60 GeV) leads to a systematic uncertainty of 0.01% and 0.03% for the +−
and e+e− channels, respectively.
An additional contribution to the systematic error comes from +− events misidentied
as e+e− or +−. This is estimated with data, using the method of articial events described
in Section 10.5.4. For this study  -like hemispheres are selected in the one-prong hadronic
sample, in order to reduce background from e+e− and +− . The systematic error reflects
the statistics of the data and Monte Carlo samples. In the 1994 data, (0:92  0:07)% of the
+− events are identied as e+e− and (0:21  0:02)% as +−.
In the case of Bhabha events the systematic errors are dierent in the regions −0:9 <
cos  < 0:7 and cos  > 0:7. In the rst case the error aects both the Bhabha and +−
channels, whereas in the second case only the +− channel is concerned.
The systematic uncertainties arising from flavour separation are estimated independently
Table 18: Global selection: fraction of Monte Carlo events attributed to each lepton flavour in %.
The columns correspond to the generated flavours and the rows to the reconstructed ones. The errors
are due to the statistics of the Monte Carlo samples.
e+e−
Flavour +− +− (cos  < 0:7) (cos   0:7)
+− 99:842  0:006 0:172  0:007 < 0:001 < 0:001
+− 0:158  0:006 98:917  0:017 0:587  0:017 0:670  0:021
e+e− cos  < 0:7 < 0:001 0:671  0:013 99:413  0:017 -
e+e− cos   0:7 < 0:001 0:240  0:008 - 99:330  0:021
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Figure 17: Global selection: Ehem + p for Bhabha-like hemispheres in data (points) and Bhabha
Monte Carlo (histogram).
for each year of data taking. Table 17 gives the values of these errors for data taken in 1994.
The subtraction of the t channel contribution to the Bhabha cross section and the
associated systematic errors are described in Section 9.3.
10.6 Combination of exclusive and global cross section measurements
The two sets of analyses presented in the previous sections have both high eciency and
low contamination. The overlap between the selected samples, which is given in Table 19,
is therefore large, especially for Bhabha and muon events. The systematic uncertainties of
the analyses are summarised for the 1994 data in Table 20. For +− the dierence in the
acceptance comes from the fact that for the exclusive analysis the acollinearity cut is included
in the background rejection cuts; moreover, the error on the background contamination
contains only the Monte Carlo statistics, the uncertainty from muon identication being
included in the eciency error.
As can be seen in Table 20, the performance of the two sets of analyses are very similar,
with a slightly higher eciency for the global one. In fact, the main dierence arises from
the correlation matrices, the evaluation of which was discussed in the previous sections.
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Table 19: Comparison of dilepton analyses: statistical overlap between 1994 datasets; values are
expressed in % of the OR of the two samples.
Common Exclusive Global
only only
+− 97.7 1.1 1.2
+− 90.6 3.3 6.1
e+e− 97.7 1.5 0.8
Table 20: Comparison of the dilepton analyses: acceptance, eciency, background and associated
systematic uncertainties for the two sets of analyses; values (in %) refer to 1994 data.
+−
Exclusive Global
Acceptance 85.35 0.05 84.51 0.06
Eciency 98.49 0.05 99.79 0.02
Background 0.27 0.01 0.20 0.03
+−
Exclusive Global
Acceptance 82.56 0.07 82.82 0.08
Eciency 94.51 0.14 96.41 0.16
Background 1.42 0.08 1.91 0.08
e+e−
Exclusive Global
Acceptance 72.10 0.08 72.04 0.06
Eciency 99.24 0.06 99.25 0.08
Background 1.20 0.08 0.81 0.07
t{channel 0.11 0.11
The agreement between the analyses can be judged by taking the ratios of cross sections
and comparing them with the statistical fluctuation allowed by the uncommon events. These
ratios are shown in Fig. 18. In general the agreement is good. In the Bhabha channel a
discrepancy is observed for the 1991 data points which is caused by the dierent corrections
applied for the +− contamination. This dierence is covered by the associated systematic
uncertainty, which is not included in the plot.
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The results of the exclusive and global analyses are combined with a priori weights of
50% in order to minimise the impact of the lack of detailed knowledge of the correlation
of systematic errors. Statistical correlations between the analyses, although greater than
95%, are taken into account explicitly. Systematic errors are treated as fully correlated; the
possibility of reducing the systematic errors in the average by disentangling the uncorrelated
parts is therefore not exploited. The combined cross sections are reported in Table 21 of
Section 12. As a cross-check, the results were also combined at the level of the t results, as
described in Section 13.2.
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Figure 18: Comparison of dilepton analyses: ratio of exclusive to global cross section for the three
lepton species. Only errors from uncommon statistics are shown.
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11 Measurement of the lepton forward-backward asymmetry
For s channel Z and γ exchange, the dierential cross section for the reaction e+e− ! ‘+‘−
is expected to be of the form
d
dcos 
/

1 + cos2  +
8
3
AFBcos 

; (8)
where  is the centre-of-mass angle between the incoming electron and the outgoing negative
lepton, as described in Eq. (5), and AFB is the lepton forward-backward asymmetry. In the
absence of initial state radiation this equation also describes the distribution in cos , where 
is the equivalent angle in the laboratory frame. This distribution is valid for muons and taus,
while for electrons the additional contribution arising from the t channel γ exchange and the
interference with the s channel diagrams must be included.
In contrast to the cross section, the measurement of the forward-backward charge
asymmetry is not sensitive to the overall eciency but to the dependence of the eciency on
cos . Around the Z mass the asymmetry varies rapidly with
p
s0, equivalent to the invariant
mass m‘‘ of the dilepton nal state in the absence of nal state radiation. This variation
is induced by the γ-Z interference term. Acollinearity and energy cuts induce a dependence
of the ineciencies and contaminations on m‘‘. Such eects, whilst marginal for the cross
section estimation, will bias the asymmetry measurement and therefore require correction.
To minimise these eects, dedicated selections were designed for the muon and tau
channels. They rely on the particle identication described in Section 3 and are based on
loose acollinearity cuts. In addition, a maximum likelihood t to the dierential cross section
removes the sensitivity to any variation of the eciency symmetric in cos  (as discussed in
Section 11.1.3). For Bhabha events, the t channel subtraction requires full knowledge of the
eciency as a function of cos , which must be estimated by Monte Carlo. Therefore, while
similar analysis methods are used for the muon and tau channels, a dierent procedure is
followed for the electron channel.
11.1 Muon and tau forward-backward asymmetry
11.1.1 Muon channel selection
Two good tracks are required and their directions are used to dene the muon polar angles.
The acceptance is dened by the j cos j of the negative track being less than 0.9. Events
with the same charge for both hemispheres are rejected. The mismeasurement of the charge,
due mostly to bad reconstruction, is (1:3  1:3)  10−5 and is neglected. The cosine of the
acollinearity angle between the tracks is required to be larger than 0.8. The jd0j of at least
one of the tracks must be smaller than 0.2 cm.
Two cases are considered:
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Figure 19: Overall eciency as a function of
p
s0=s for the a) muon and b) tau selections. The white
squares in Fig. b) indicate the contribution of the acollinearity cut alone; to facilitate the comparison,
this contribution has been normalised to have the same content in the last bin as the total eciency.
The inserts show an enlargement of the regions 0:8 <
p
s0=s < 1.
 If the two tracks are both identied as muons, the kinematic cuts needed to remove
the γγ and tau events are very loose: the missing mass squared is required to be
less than 250 (GeV=c2)2 or both momenta to be above 0.75Ebeam. This identication
selects 97.9% of the events, most of them being accepted through the missing mass
criterion (0.16% of the events are accepted through only the momentum cut). Of
the e+e− ! +− events with two identied muons, only 0.08% are rejected by the
kinematic cuts.
 If only one track is identied as a muon, the opposite hemisphere is required to have an
energy in the ecal not exceeding what is expected from a minimum ionising particle as
well as satisfying one of the two following conditions: a missing mass squared smaller
than 150 (GeV=c2)2 or both momenta above 0.85Ebeam. This additional selection
increases the eciency by 0.8%.
The overall eciency (including angular acceptance) for the Z !+− channel is
measured on Monte Carlo to be 84.5%. The shape of the eciency as a function of m‘‘
estimated from a simulation based on KORALZ is shown in Fig. 19 a).
The contamination from the Z ! +− channel is (4:80:1)10−4 and from two-photon
processes (5:21:7)10−4 . Their contributions to the asymmetry are found to be negligible.
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11.1.2 Tau channel selection
The sum of the charged track momenta in each hemisphere is used to dene the tau polar
angles. The acceptance is dened by the j cos j of the negative track being less than 0.9
Events with the same charge for both hemispheres are rejected. The mis-measurement of
the charge is at the level of (3:5  0:2)  10−3 and its systematic impact on the asymmetry
measurement is discussed in Section 11.1.4. The cosine of the acollinearity angle is required
to be larger than 0.9 and the jd0j of at least one of the tracks to be smaller than 0.2 cm.
The more restrictive acollinearity cut than for the muon channel is needed to reduce the γγ
background.
To suppress the Bhabha background, at least one of the tracks must be identied as a
pion or a muon and if only one pion (and no muon) is identied, the maximum ecal energy
measured in each of the two hemispheres is required to be less than 0.8Ebeam. This implies
that the events in which both taus decay into an electron are not used for the asymmetry
measurement.
To suppress the +− background, events with one muon of momentum larger than
20 GeV=c and missing mass squared smaller than 250 (GeV=c2)2 are rejected.
The γγ ! +− background is reduced by cutting on the missing transverse momentum,
pmisst . Events with p
miss
t smaller than 1 GeV=c are rejected if one of the tracks appears as a
minimum ionising particle in the ecal, whereas events with pmisst smaller than 3 GeV=c are
rejected only if there are two identied muons.
To reject the qq background, the cosine of the angle between any two particles, charged
tracks or photons, in the same hemisphere is required to be greater than 0.92 (or 0.98, if
the number of charged tracks plus photons is larger than nine); moreover, an estimator
discriminating taus from hadrons, built from charge multiplicity, opening angles and track
momenta [39], is used in those cases where one hemisphere has more than one charged track.
Finally the Bhabha background is suppressed by applying a cut, hereafter called the
\circular cut", in the plane of the total ecal wire energy versus the scalar sum of the momenta,
requiring
p
E2ecal + p2tpc < 0:9
p
s.
The overall selection eciency is 73.7%. The +− contamination has been checked
to present a symmetric angular distribution and its level of less than 2  10−3 is therefore
negligible. The Bhabha background, the most dangerous source of asymmetry, is estimated
from the e !  misidentication rate measured on data to be (3:4  2:0)  10−3. This level
of contamination has been checked using an estimator of the likelihood for a hemisphere to
be part of a Bhabha event. It is based on the particle identication probability, the track
momentum and the ecal wire energy. It nds a contamination of (2:2  1:0)  10−3, a
completely consistent value. All other background sources are negligible.
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Figure 20: Angular distributions of the negative lepton at the peak energy in 1994, for muons a) and
taus b). The curves are the result of the maximum likelihood ts. The loss of eciency at large j cos j
comes from the angular acceptance cut.
11.1.3 Method to extract the forward-backward asymmetry
The forward-backward asymmetry AFB(s) at each centre-of-mass energy is extracted by tting
the angular distribution not corrected for acceptance with the function given by Eq. (8), using
an unbinned maximum-likelihood method. This procedure is valid as long as the acceptance
is forward-backward or charge symmetric, which is true for this selection and for the detector.
To be compatible with ZFITTER [40], the analytical program used to estimate the bias from
the ineciency, the cos  distribution of the negatively charged lepton is analysed rather than
the cos  distribution. With this choice of angle, the events with initial state radiation slightly
modify the measured distribution with respect to Eq. (8). This eect does not introduce a bias
in the t because the distortion induced by the boost retains the forward-backward symmetry
of the initial state radiation. The measured angular distributions at the peak energy in 1994
for muon and tau events are shown in Fig. 20. The loss of eciency at large j cos j induced
by the ducial cut is also symmetric and does not bias the t.
The dependence of the eciency on s0=s is computed from a KORALZ Monte Carlo with
full detector simulation. Using the Monte Carlo information, s0 is computed as the mass
squared m‘‘ of the nal lepton system without nal state radiation. This matches the s0
denition used in ZFITTER and avoids any ambiguity in the nal state radiation denition.
The shape of the s0=s distribution is dominated by the eect of the acollinearity cut which,
at a given polar angle, corresponds to an s0=s cut, as shown in Eq. (6). This is illustrated in
Fig. 19, which shows the eciency as a function of
p
s0=s including all cuts for the muon and
tau channels. In the latter case the eciency for the acollinearity cut alone is also shown.
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A correction of the bias introduced by the ineciency, calculated with ZFITTER, has
been preferred to a direct use of the eciency as a function of cos  obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation, on the grounds that such a simulation does not include the interference between
initial and nal state radiation, and introduces an additional statistical uncertainty.
The correction is estimated in two ways. The rst is based on the approximation that the
loss of eciency at low
p
s0=s is due to the acollinearity cut; the correction is computed by
introducing this cut in ZFITTER and comparing the result to that obtained without the cut.
The second uses the
p
s0=s eciency distribution with the assumption that the ineciency
does not bias the asymmetry in the bin under consideration; the correction to the asymmetry
is calculated as
AFB =
X
"iiAiX
"ii
−
X
iAiX
i
; (9)
where Ai is the asymmetry, i the cross section and "i the eciency in bin i. The corrections
are small and similar for the two methods. They range for muons (taus) from −0.0083
(−0.0038) at 88 GeV to 0.0043 (0.0030) at 94 GeV. They are very close to zero (0.0003 and
0.0004, for  and  , respectively) at the peak. The asymmetry from ZFITTER is computed
with the same maximum likelihood t as used on the data, on cross sections computed in
cos  bins.
The values computed with the second method are used for the corrections. The corrections
for taus are smaller than those for muons even though the cut on acollinearity is tighter, due
to the dierent amount of nal state radiation.
11.1.4 Systematic uncertainties
Three sources of systematic uncertainties have been investigated, those due to the applied
corrections, those due to the presence of background, and those due to possible detector
asymmetries.
The rst uncertainty is taken as the dierence between the two ways of computing
the corrections. The systematic uncertainty due to the acollinearity cut being negligible,
this means that the full eect of the other cuts is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The correction has been checked by estimating the impact of the acollinearity cut on the
asymmetry from Monte Carlo (KORALZ). It is found to be (3:7 1:4) 10−4 at the peak, in
agreement with the 2:5  10−4 estimated with the rst method. The eect of the cuts other
than the acollinearity has also been directly checked on Monte Carlo by measuring the change
in asymmetry introduced by these cuts on a sample selected in acollinearity at the level of
the kinematic generation. It is found to be (2 5) 10−4.
The background sources are dierent for muons and taus. For the muon channel, the
γγ ! +− background, although the dominant one, has been reduced to a negligible
amount. For the tau channel the e+e− ! +− contamination is negligible. Bhabha events
are, by far, the dominant background to this channel. Their contribution to the asymmetry
is determined by varying the circular cut described in the selection. The measurement of
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contamination and asymmetry for three dierent values of the cut gives the possibility of
extrapolating the asymmetry to its value without contamination and provides an estimate,
which is statistically limited, of the uncertainty. The corrections are smaller than the quoted
systematic uncertainties, which are about 10% of the statistical uncertainties.
The selection eliminates almost entirely +−V and +−V events. This induces a bias
on the asymmetry smaller than 10−4 which is included in the systematic uncertainty.
The systematic error related to the detector is subtle as it originates from a simultaneous
sensitivity to both detector and charge asymmetries. Such a sensitivity could arise from events
where both tracks end up in a crack between modules; this eect has been measured to be
small and not to yield a bias. The mismeasurement of the charge in the tau channel is at the
level of (3:5  0:2)  10−3 in the data and (2:5  0:1)  10−3 in the Monte Carlo, the events
showing an asymmetry consistent with the full sample. Such a mismeasurement arises from
badly reconstructed ve-prong events, nuclear interactions or converted photons where tracks
are lost because of the track selection cuts. Corrections due to charge dependent momentum
distortions which depend on  and  are also applied. A variation of these corrections on the
measured value of AFB is negligible, as can be expected from the small impact on the signal
sample of the momentum cuts. All this is summarised in an overall 5 10−4 uncertainty.
These systematic uncertainties are to be compared with the statistical error on AFB of
0.0025.
11.2 Electron forward-backward asymmetry
11.2.1 Selection and efficiencies
The selection of Bhabha events for the asymmetry measurement is identical to that outlined
in Section 10.4.3 for the Bhabha cross section with the exception of the treatment of the
\same-sign events". These events, which occur at the 0.6% level, are excluded from the data
for the asymmetry measurement. A comparison between data and Monte Carlo indicates that
their cos  distribution is well-reproduced by the Monte Carlo.
Due to the presence of the t channel, an asymmetric angular acceptance is used.
Consequently, the eciency must be fully estimated as a function of cos .
11.2.2 Evaluation of the electron forward-backward asymmetry
The acceptance is dened by the range [−0:9; 0:7] in cos  and a cut on the acollinearity
(  20). The angular acceptance is covered by 16 bins in cos . The number of events
in a bin is the sum of the Bhabha events and the  background. It can be written for a
centre-of-mass energy
p
s and a cos  bin i as
N(i) = C["ee(i)"acol(i) + " (i)]s(i) + L"ee(i)t(i): (10)
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In this expression, C is an overall normalisation factor, proportional to the integrated
luminosity but allowed to vary in the maximum likelihood tting procedure; "ee(i) is the
selection eciency for bin i as measured from the Bhabha Monte Carlo (UNIBAB), which
includes all selection cuts except the acollinearity cut; "acol(i) is a correction factor that varies
with cos  and has a mean value of approximately 0.985; it is calculated from an s-channel-
only Monte Carlo (KORALZ) and is dened as the ratio of the number of events generated
in bin i with the acollinearity cut to that without the acollinearity cut; " (i) is, for bin i, the
eciency on taus of the selection including all cuts; s(i) arises from the integral in bin i of
the expression for d=dcos  given by Eq. (8); L is the integrated luminosity at this energy;
t(i) is the t channel plus interference cross section inside the acollinearity cut as calculated
from the program ALISTAR [36].
The factor "acol(i) takes into account the acollinearity cut and therefore the s0=s eect,
which, as observed before, is almost entirely related to the acollinearity.
A maximum likelihood t is performed with two variables, namely C and AFB, as free
parameters, the predicted number of events as given above being compared with the observed
number of events in that cos  bin.
11.2.3 Systematic uncertainties and correlations
The systematic errors associated with the selection procedure have already been described in
detail in Section 10.4.3 in connection with the discussion of the Bhabha cross section. The
systematic eects induced by the same-sign event removal and by e+e−V events are negligible
compared with other sources of systematic error. The dominant source of systematic error for
most of the data points is that due to the t channel subtraction. It amounts to 0.0011 at the
peak and it is estimated by rescaling all bins according to the required systematic uncertainty
as tabulated in Table 11 and then re-performing the t.
The estimate of the eciencies relies on the KORALZ and UNIBAB generators which
do not include the interference between initial and nal state radiation. The eect of the
interference on the asymmetry has been estimated with ZFITTER to be at the level of a few
10−4.
The nature of the correlations of the systematic errors is identical to that for the cross
section calculation. For two data points from the same year but of dierent energies the
correlation coecient is of the order of (80{90)%; for two same energy points from dierent
years the coecient is of a similar magnitude.
Two sources of correlation between the measurements of e+e− and AeFB are identied,
which are related to the subtraction of the very asymmetric t channel and to the choice of an
asymmetric acceptance.
The t channel uncertainty aects the cross section and asymmetry measurements in a
correlated manner. It is of statistical and systematic origin. The eect at the peak for a
change of the t channel uncertainty (discussed in Section 9.3) by 1 standard deviation is
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1:5 pb on the cross section and 0.0011 on the asymmetry. In addition, measurements at
the same energy point are aected by statistical fluctuations of the t channel contribution,
amounting to a correlation coecient of 11% between the statistical errors of e+e− and AeFB
at the peak. A detailed correlation matrix for all energy points was constructed to take these
eects into account.
The second source of correlation between e+e− and AeFB arises from the choice of an
asymmetric acceptance. This leads to a dependence on the value of the asymmetry when
extrapolating the s channel cross section to full acceptance. In order to take this eect into
account, the detailed dependence of the peak cross section on the assumed value of AeFB at the
peak was studied with ZFITTER and was dealt with by means of a parametrisation applied
at the tting stage, as explained in Section 13.1.
12 Summary of results
Table 21 summarises the cross sections for hadrons and lepton pairs as a function of centre-
of-mass energy. The rst error on the cross sections is statistical (due to event selection
and luminosity) and the second one systematic (due to event selection only). The values of
the cross sections are corrected for the eect of the centre-of-mass energy spread of LEP, as
described in Section 13. The lepton cross sections represent the average of the exclusive and
global analyses.
The lepton forward-backward asymmetries are shown in Table 22. The results are also
corrected for the eect of the centre-of-mass energy spread of LEP, although this is noticeable
only for the electron asymmetry due to the particular energy dependence on the t channel
contribution. These corrections lead to a reduction of A0;eFB (dened by Eq. (16)) by 0.0002 .
The full set of cross section and lepton forward-backward asymmetry measurements
including systematic errors and their correlation matrices is available in Ref. [41].
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Table 22: Forward-backward asymmetries for all three lepton species as a function of centre-of-
mass energy. The errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. The systematic error on the
electrons includes the uncertainty from the t channel subtraction. For the analysis of the muon and
tau asymmetries in 1991 and 1994 the two points at the peak were combined into a single point labelled
with y.
Year
p
s (GeV) AeFB A

FB A

FB
1990 88.223 −0.40 0.26  0.01 −0.12 0.10  0.00 −0.23 0.11  0.01
89.217 −0.48 0.21  0.01 −0.326 0.062  0.001 −0.073 0.078  0.003
90.217 −0.176 0.085  0.004 −0.164 0.052  0.001 −0.065 0.059  0.012
91.215 −0.014 0.019  0.002 −0.001 0.015  0.001 0.003 0.015  0.001
92.207 0.147 0.050  0.001 0.100 0.046  0.001 0.112 0.047  0.003
93.209 0.238 0.060  0.002 0.150 0.052  0.001 0.255 0.057  0.007
94.202 0.150 0.080  0.002 0.155 0.064  0.001 0.289 0.068  0.005
1991 91.238 0.015 0.017  0.001
88.464 −0.22 0.18  0.01 −0.327 0.074  0.001 −0.174 0.080  0.005
89.455 −0.136 0.089  0.005 −0.263 0.048  0.001 −0.118 0.057  0.009
90.212 −0.182 0.067  0.003 −0.076 0.040  0.001 −0.093 0.043  0.004
91.207 −0.003 0.021  0.001
(y)91.228 −0.003 0.010  0.001 −0.006 0.011  0.001
91.952 0.065 0.045  0.002 0.106 0.037  0.001 −0.003 0.038  0.003
92.952 0.015 0.060  0.002 0.073 0.050  0.001 0.145 0.051  0.002
93.701 0.200 0.061  0.002 0.081 0.052  0.001 0.165 0.056  0.004
1992 91.276 0.002 0.010  0.001 0.0045 0.0074 0.0005 0.0019 0.0080 0.0019
91.270 0.027 0.012  0.001 0.0139 0.0093 0.0005 −0.001 0.010  0.002
1993 91.303 −0.002 0.015  0.001 0.029 0.012  0.001 0.019 0.013  0.003
89.432 −0.170 0.030  0.004 −0.179 0.017  0.001 −0.182 0.018  0.004
91.187 0.020 0.012  0.001 0.0100 0.0092 0.0005 −0.0004 0.0098 0.0009
93.015 0.126 0.016  0.002 0.120 0.014  0.001 0.141 0.014  0.002
1994 91.219 0.003 0.010  0.001
(y)91.201 0.0020 0.0037 0.0005 0.0027 0.0040 0.0007
91.197 0.0049 0.0054 0.0012
1995 91.293 0.002 0.010  0.001 0.0087 0.0077 0.0005 0.0096 0.0089 0.0007
89.440 −0.190 0.030  0.004 −0.155 0.017  0.001 −0.157 0.019  0.001
91.282 0.013 0.016  0.001 0.003 0.012  0.001 0.007 0.014  0.001
92.968 0.102 0.015  0.002 0.096 0.013  0.001 0.110 0.015  0.001
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13 Determination of the Z resonance parameters
From the measured cross sections the electroweak parameters describing the Z resonance are
extracted after correction for QED eects. The dominant QED process is bremsstrahlung
from the initial state, which leads to an eective reduction of the centre-of-mass energy for
the e+e− annihilation process. Photonic corrections are taken into account by convoluting
the electroweak cross section ew with a \radiator function" H(s; s0), which describes the
probability for the eective centre-of-mass energy-squared to be reduced from s to s0 due to
photon radiation. The convolution integral is
(s)f f¯ =
Z s
smin
ewff¯ (s
0)H(s; s0)ds0 : (11)
Here, smin is the minimum invariant mass squared of the ff system, which is set to the
same value used in the Monte Carlo event generation when determining detector acceptances
(Section 6.2). The electroweak cross section near
p
s = MZ is completely dominated by the Z
exchange. The parametrisation is based on a Breit-Wigner shape with an s-dependent width,
and is given in the \improved Born approximation" by
ewff¯ (s) = 
0
ff¯
1
1 + QED
sΓ2Z(
s−M2Z
2 + s2Γ2Z=M2Z + γ + γZ ; (12)
where the parameters are the Z mass MZ, the width ΓZ, and the peak cross section 0ff¯ and
QED = 3(MZ)=4. The γ exchange and γZ interference terms, γ and γZ, respectively,
are small near the resonance peak, with contributions of about 1% at the peak for the rst
and less than 0:2% within 3 GeV of the peak for the second. The peak cross section 0
ff¯
can
be written in terms of partial decay widths of the initial and nal states, Γee and Γff ,
0ff¯ =
12
M2Z
ΓeeΓff
Γ2Z
: (13)
Here Γff represents the physical partial width of the Z into the fermion pair ff and includes
by denition all radiative corrections. Since the initial state radiation is taken into account
by the convolution procedure, the contribution of the QED nal state radiation correction
QED is removed from the initial state width Γee in Eq. (12), thus avoiding a double counting.
The inclusive partial widths are given by
Γff =
GFM
3
Z
6
p
2
N fc(g
2
Vf
RfV + g
2
Af
RfA) ; (14)
where gVf and gAf are the eective vector and axial vector couplings of the Z to fermion
species f that absorb electroweak radiative corrections, and N fc , the number of colours, is
1 for leptons and 3 for quarks. The factors RfV and R
f
A include QED and QCD nal-state
radiation and fermion mass eects. At leading order, without mass eects, they are given
by RfV = R
f
A ’ (1 + 3Q2f (MZ)=4 + s(MZ)=), where Qf is the fermion charge and the
QCD correction applies only for quarks.
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The peak cross sections 0
ff¯
for each fermion species f have in common the statistical and
systematic error from the luminosity determination. It is therefore preferable to use the ratios
of peak cross sections in the parametrisation of the lepton channels,
R‘ =
0had
0
‘+‘−
 Γhad
Γ‘+‘−
(15)
for ‘+‘− = e+e−; +−; +−. The measurements of the lepton forward-backward
asymmetries can be condensed into one single parameter per lepton species in the nal state,
the peak asymmetry A0;fFB. This is given by the following combinations of eective couplings:
A0;fFB 
3
4
AeAf (16)
with
Af  2gVf gAf
g2Vf + g
2
Af
: (17)
Due to higher order electroweak corrections the eective couplings are complex numbers,
however with small imaginary parts. Depending on the tting procedure used, the partial
widths are either dened in terms of the real parts of the couplings, ignoring the imaginary
parts, as is the case in MIZA [42], or the imaginary parts are included in the denition of
the widths [43], as in ZFITTER [40] or TOPAZ0 [44]. The eect of the imaginary parts
on the partial widths is of O(10−2%). For the forward-backward asymmetries, the non-
negligible contributions from the imaginary parts of the photon vacuum polarisation and
from the eective couplings are set to their Standard Model expectations, but conventionally
not included in the denition of A0;fFB. The relative contribution of these imaginary parts to
the peak asymmetry is of O(1%). Hereafter, the symbols gVf and gAf refer to the real parts
of the eective couplings.
From the above discussion it is clear that the parameters describing the dierential
cross section can only be extracted from the measured cross sections and forward-backward
asymmetries with some theoretical input, and are therefore denoted as \pseudo-observables".
13.1 The fit procedure
The nine pseudo-observables MZ, ΓZ, 0had, Re, R, R , A
0;e
FB, A
0;
FB, and A
0;
FB were tted to the
whole set of cross sections and forward-backward lepton asymmetries. The t used the latest
version of program ZFITTER (Version 6.10) and was cross-checked with TOPAZ0 (Version
4.4) and with the more model-independent MIZA approach, which was also used in earlier
publications [1{4]. These codes provide parametrisations of the fermion pair production cross
sections and of the forward-backward asymmetries at energies around the Z resonance in terms
of eective couplings. They also calculate pure QED corrections to full O(2) with leading
O(3) and exponentiation of the soft part, taking into account the interference between
photons radiated from the initial and nal states to rst order. Radiation from the initial
state includes fermionic pairs. QCD corrections are included up to third order in s(MZ)
with correct treatment of non factorisable QED and QCD corrections.
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In the parametrisation of the electroweak cross section, the pure photon exchange and γZ
interference contributions to the cross sections are xed to their Standard Model values, as
are the imaginary parts of the couplings.
The measured cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries are treated in a 2
minimisation procedure to extract the nine pseudo-observables with their errors and
correlations. The full error matrix (V) of the input measurements includes the statistical
and experimental systematic errors and their correlations, the statistical and systematic
errors of the luminosity measurements, the LEP beam energy uncertainties, the theoretical
uncertainties on the small-angle Bhabha cross section and on the t channel contribution to
the wide-angle Bhabha events.
The correlation between the electron cross sections and asymmetries arising from the
choice of an asymmetric acceptance region of −0:9 < cos  < 0:7 in the electron channel is
taken into account by correcting the predicted electron cross sections in the ts by a factor
depending on the measured forward-backward asymmetry:
0e = e

1 + c
h
A0;eFB − (A0;eFB)MC
i
:
Here, the coecient c = −0:225 represents the dependence of Re on A0;eFB, and (A0;eFB)MC =
0:0154 is the value of the asymmetry originally chosen for the acceptance calculations in the
Monte Carlo generators. If lepton universality is assumed, the only change in the above
formula is that A0;eFB is replaced by A
0;‘
FB.
In the t procedure, the interference between the s and t channels in the e+e− ! e+e−
process, which has a dependence on MZ, is evaluated for a Z mass equal to the LEP average
value. The error on the uncertainty on MZ is taken into account as a systematic error,
as explained in Section 9.3. It was checked that an alternative t procedure in which the
interference term is parametrised as a function of MZ changes the correlation coecients
between MZ and Re (A
0;e
FB) by +15% (-13%) and the central values of Re and A
0;e
FB by
approximately 10% of their errors.
13.1.1 Treatment of energy errors
The error matrix elements (VE)i;j from the determination of the centre-of-mass energy, as
specied in Section 5, are propagated into errors on the measured cross sections via
(V)energyi;j =
d(Ei)
dE
(VE)i;j d(Ej)
dE
:
The dispersion of the centre-of-mass energy due to the natural spread in energy of the
beam particles leads to a correction on the measured cross sections and asymmetries. The
measurements represent a folding with the energy distribution of the beam particles, which
is assumed to be of a Gaussian form with a width of E in centre-of-mass energy. To arrive
at measurements at a single, sharp value in energy, a correction is needed which is given in
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leading order by
(E)  −1
2
d2(E)
dE2
E2 :
The values for the energy spread at each energy point are given in Table 3 of Section 5. The
corrections are calculated numerically based on the line shape parametrisation given above,
with parameter values corresponding to the best-t point. The energy-spread correction
induces a change in the cross section at
p
s = MZ of 0.16%, which results in a decrease of
the total Z width of about 5 MeV with negligible error. The eect on MZ and the other
parameters is negligible compared to the experimental errors.
13.2 Five- and nine-parameter fits
As mentioned in Section 10.6, ts were performed separately using the dilepton cross sections
from the exclusive and global analyses. The results of the two ts are in good agreement; using
independent statistical errors only, the hypothesis of no dierence in the central values for
Re, R and R has a value of 2 per degree of freedom of 4.5/3, corresponding to a condence
level of 20%. The average of the two ts agrees well with a t to the combined cross sections,
given in Table 21; dierences in the central values of the tted parameters between the two
approaches amount to 2 % of the total error at most, and therefore all results given in the
following will be based on the combined cross sections of Table 21.
The results of the nine-parameter t with ZFITTER are shown in Table 23 and the
correlation matrices in Table 24. The value of the electron peak asymmetry was corrected
by −0:00015 to take into account the dierence in the QED correction originating from the
use of cos  in the electron asymmetry analysis. Since this is not implemented in ZFITTER,
this particular correction was calculated with MIZA. The MIZA results are also given in the
table for comparison.
The agreement of the measurements with the parametrisation is good, indicated by the
value of 2 per degree of freedom of approximately 169/176, which corresponds to a condence
level of 63%. Figures 21 and 22 show the data points with a solid curve representing the t
results.
The values obtained for R‘ and A
0;‘
FB for the dierent lepton species are identical within
errors, in agreement with the assumption of universality of the Z couplings to leptons. Mass
corrections lead to a value of R which is expected to be about 0.2% larger than for the light
leptons. The ts were repeated with ve free parameters and assuming universal quantities
R‘ and A
0;‘
FB. Here, the lepton width is dened as the partial Z decay width into a pair of
massless leptons. The results are also shown in Table 23. These ve measurements constitute
the minimal set of parameters needed to describe the dominant dependence on Z parameters
of the dierential cross section near the Z resonance. The contour lines of the ratios of
hadronic and lepton widths and of the peak asymmetries from the nine- and ve-parameter
ts are shown in Fig. 23 and illustrate the good agreement among the lepton species.
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Table 23: Results of the ve and nine parameter ts to the cross section and asymmetry data.
ZFITTER MIZA
nine-parameter t
MZ (GeV=c2) 91.18860.0031 91.18880.0031
ΓZ (GeV) 2.49520.0043 2.49570.0043
0had (nb) 41.5580.058 41.5390.058
Re 20.6770.075 20.6840.075
R 20.7990.056 20.8020.056
R 20.7070.062 20.7150.063
A0;eFB 0.01880.0034 0.01880.0034
A0;FB 0.01710.0024 0.01700.0025
A0;FB 0.01700.0028 0.01660.0028
ve-parameter t
MZ (GeV=c2) 91.18850.0031 91.18880.0031
ΓZ (GeV) 2.49510.0043 2.49560.0043
0had (nb) 41.5590.058 41.5400.058
R‘ 20.7250.039 20.7310.039
A0;‘FB 0.01730.0016 0.01710.0016
Table 24: Correlation matrices of the measurements shown in Table 23.
nine-parameter correlation matrix
MZ ΓZ 0had Re R R A
0;e
FB A
0;
FB A
0;
FB
MZ 1.00 0.03 −0.09 −0.05 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 0.06
ΓZ 1.00 −0.38 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0had 1.00 0.15 0.17 0.15 −0.01 0.00 0.00
Re 1.00 0.09 0.07 −0.39 0.01 0.01
R 1.00 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.00
R 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
A0;eFB 1.00 0.00 0.00
A0;FB 1.00 0.02
A0;FB 1.00
ve-parameter correlation matrix
MZ ΓZ 0had R‘ A
0;‘
FB
MZ 1.00 0.03 −0.09 −0.02 0.12
ΓZ 1.00 −0.38 0.01 0.00
0had 1.00 0.25 0.00
R‘ 1.00 −0.08
A0;‘FB 1.00
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Figure 21: Measurement of cross sections. The solid lines show the result of the Standard Model t.
The inserts show enlarged views of the peak, peak−2 and peak+2 regions for the relative dierence
between data and t.
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Figure 22: Measurements of forward-backward asymmetries. The solid lines show the results of the
Standard Model t. The inserts show enlarged views of the peak, peak−2 and peak+2 regions for the
dierence between data and t.
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Figure 23: The peak asymmetry vs the ratio of hadronic and lepton widths for all lepton species
separately and assuming lepton universality. Shown are the one- contours (39.3% CL). The shaded
area shows the Standard Model expectation for Mt = 174 5 GeV=c2 and 90 < MH=GeV=c2 < 1000;
the horizontal arrow shows the change if the strong coupling constant is varied within s(MZ) =
0:119 0:002.
13.2.1 Discussion of errors
The errors given in Table 23 include statistical and experimental systematic errors as well
as the uncertainties induced by the uncertainty in the centre-of-mass energy and its spread
and also the dominant theoretical uncertainties. Details on these errors are discussed in the
following, and a breakdown is shown in Table 25.
Effect of experimental systematic errors
The eect of purely experimental errors on the tted parameters was determined from
special ts which considered only subsets of the error components on the cross sections and
asymmetries. By comparison with the t including all errors, the experimental statistical
and systematic uncertainties were obtained by taking the dierences in quadrature of the
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Table 25: Breakdown of the errors on the results of Table 23. These numbers serve as an illustration
only, since the eects of correlations between the various errors do not allow the calculation of the
total uncertainties by adding the individual components in quadrature.
exp. beam spread lumi- Bhabha
stat. syst. energy in
p
s nosity t chan. theory
MZ (GeV=c2) 0.0024 0.0002 0.0017 0.0001 0.0005
ΓZ (GeV) 0.0038 0.0009 0.0013 0.0003 0.0005
0had (nb) 0.030 0.026 0.010 0.004 0.025 0.010
Re 0.062 0.033 0.013 0.026 0.003
R 0.053 0.021 0.006 0.003
R 0.054 0.033 0.006 0.003
A0;eFB 0.0031 0.0006 0.0002 0.0013 0.0001
A0;FB 0.0024 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001
A0;FB 0.0026 0.0011 0.0002 0.0001
R‘ 0.033 0.020 0.002 0.005 0.003
A0;‘FB 0.0015 0.0004 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001
Table 26: Covariance matrix of the most important errors arising from the uncertainty in the energy
of the LEP beams.
MZ (GeV=c2) ΓZ (GeV) 0had (nb)
MZ (GeV=c2) 0.00172
ΓZ (GeV) −0.00062 0.00132
0had (nb) −0.00272 −0.00282 0.0112
corresponding errors. All measurements except that of the hadronic peak cross section are
dominated by statistical errors.
Errors from LEP beam energy uncertainty
The contributions of the energy-related uncertainties to the errors on the nine tted
parameters were determined by comparing two ts with the experimental errors entering
into the matrix scaled by 10 %, while the energy-related errors remained unchanged. The
contribution of energy errors to the covariance matrix of the tted pseudo-observables was
then extracted analytically. The energy-related errors on the tted parameters are shown in
Table 26. Compared with other errors, only the contributions to the errors on MZ and ΓZ
are important, amounting to 1.7 MeV=c2 and 1.3 MeV, respectively.
The uncertainties in the energy spread, given in Table 3 of Section 5, lead to an uncertainty
of 0:3 MeV on ΓZ, and a negligible contribution of 0.004 nb to the error on 0had; they are
totally negligible for other parameters.
As a further check on the quality of the beam energy calibration, the Z mass was
determined for three periods of data taking, namely for data before and including 1992,
for 1993{1994 and for 1995. The results are M90−92Z = 91:1922  0:0092 GeV=c2, M93−94Z =
91:1915  0:0046 GeV=c2 and M95Z = 91:1852  0:0043 GeV=c2. They are consistent within
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Table 27: Correlations between energy points of the uncertainties on the theoretical predictions for
the t channel.
peak−3 peak−2 peak−1 peak peak+1 peak+2 peak+3
peak−3 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
peak−2 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
peak−1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
peak 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
peak+1 1.0 1.0 1.0
peak+2 1.0 1.0
peak+3 1.0
their estimated independent errors.
Theoretical luminosity error
The error of 0.06 % on the theoretical Bhabha cross section directly translates into an
uncertainty on the hadronic peak cross section of 25 pb. The uncertainties on the other
parameters are not signicantly aected by this.
Theoretical uncertainty from t channel
Measurements of cross section and forward-backward asymmetries in the Bhabha channel
are aected by uncertainties in the theoretical predictions of the t channel. These were
assumed to have correlations between energy points of the form given by Table 27. Their
contribution to the errors on Re and A
0;e
FB were determined by repeating the t to the data
assuming the minimal and maximal t channel contributions within errors. This resulted in
anticorrelated errors of 0.026 on Re and 0.0013 on A0;eFB. The terms in the matrix with
correlation set to zero are essentially unknown. They were varied between −1 and 1 in order
to assess the error.
Theoretical uncertainties
Theoretical errors in the tting tools arise from QED radiative corrections, residual
Standard Model dependencies, and ambiguities in the exact denition of the tted pseudo-
observables.
Corrections for QED initial state corrections are known to full second order [45] and
leading logarithmic corrections of third order [46, 47]. The latter are implemented using two
dierent exponentiation schemes, namely YFS [33]/JSW [46] and KF [48] in both ZFITTER
and MIZA. The estimated error due to the missing higher order corrections including quark
pair production on the peak cross sections is 2 10−4 [49, 50]. Comparison of the dierent
implementations of initial state pair production in ZFITTER and MIZA revealed dierences
of 0.3 MeV=c2 in MZ and 0.5 MeV in ΓZ. These dierences are taken as the error estimates.
Changes of Standard Model parameters also influence the t results. As the default
values, the Higgs boson mass was set to MH = 150 GeV=c2 and varied between 90 GeV=c2
and 1000 GeV=c2. The top quark mass was taken from recent measurements by CDF and D
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at the Tevatron as Mt = 1745 GeV=c2 [51], and the electromagnetic coupling constant at the
scale of the Z mass is (MZ)−1 = 128:8860:090 [52]. Uncertainties on other Standard Model
parameters do not lead to visible eects on the t results. Parameter variations are signicant
only for MZ, which is sensitive to the precise energy dependence of the cross sections via the
γZ interference term. In the Standard Model, this term is proportional to the product of the
eective vector couplings of the initial and nal state fermions; it therefore depends on the
eective weak mixing angle, which itself is determined by the Standard Model parameters.
The observed changes are 0:3 MeV=c2 in MZ, where the dominant eect comes from the
unknown Higgs boson mass.
In addition to such \parametric" uncertainties, genuine theoretical errors may arise from
the detailed treatment of the residual Standard Model dependencies. Their eect was
estimated by comparing ZFITTER and TOPAZ0 for various options implemented in these
programs, as suggested in Ref. [43]. The resulting uncertainty on the tted pseudo-observables
is dominated by the dierence between TOPAZ0 and ZFITTER with default options in each
program. They amount to at most 10 % of the total experimental error.
The importance of the exact denition of the t parameters may also be estimated by
comparison with the dierent and less model-dependent approach used by MIZA (Table 23).
The dierences in central values are of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical errors
estimated above and small compared to the experimental errors.
13.3 Interpretation of results
By parameter transformation of the pseudo-observables, information on the decay widths of
the Z to hadrons and leptons and on the vector and axial vector coupling constants of the Z
to leptons are extracted.
13.3.1 Partial Z decay widths
From the parameters ΓZ, 0had and R‘, for ‘ = e; ;  , together with their correlations, the
partial decay widths into hadrons and leptons and the decay width into invisible particles,
given by Γinv = ΓZ − Γhad − Γ‘‘ (3 + m), are determined. Here, m = −0:0023 is a small
correction which accounts for the  mass eect. The results are summarised in Table 28. The
comparison of the partial decay widths of the Z into e,  and  shows good consistency with
lepton universality.
13.3.2 Z decay to light neutrinos and limit on other invisible decay modes
To check whether the invisible width is completely explained by decays into the three
neutrinos, the \number of neutrino species" N is calculated according to
Γinv
Γ‘‘
= N

Γ
Γ‘‘

SM
: (18)
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Table 28: Partial Z decay widths, obtained by parameter transformation from the nine- and ve-
parameter ts of Table 23.
without with
lepton universality
Γhad (MeV) 1747.04.2 1744.03.4
Γinv (MeV) 495.73.7 499.12.5
Γinv=Γ‘‘ - 5.9400.026
Γ‘‘ (MeV) - 84.020.15
Γee (MeV) 83.880.19 -
Γ (MeV) 84.020.28 -
Γ (MeV) 84.380.31 -
The Standard Model value for the ratio of the partial widths to neutrinos and to charged
leptons is 1.9910.001, where the uncertainty arises from variations of the top quark mass
within its experimental error and of the Higgs mass within 90 GeV=c2 < MH < 1000 GeV=c2.
With the measured value of Γinv =Γ‘‘ = 5:940  0:026, the following result is obtained:
N = 2:983  0:013 : (19)
With ΓSM = 167:1  0:2 MeV, the measurement of the invisible width can be turned into a
limit on any non-Standard Model contribution to the invisible width,
Γxinv = Γinv − 3ΓSM
= −2:2 2:5 MeV
< 3:7 MeV at 95% CL ;
where Γxinv was allowed to take only positive values when deriving the limit.
13.3.3 Z couplings to charged leptons
Lepton universality is tested by tting for individual eective couplings, gVe , gVµ , gVτ , gAe ,
gAµ and gAτ . The measurements described in this paper do not allow, by themselves, to
determine the signs of the couplings. To derive them, the following procedure is followed.
The sign of gAe is derived from the sign of the Z coupling to neutrinos, conventionally taken
as positive, in e
(−)
 e scattering experiments. The energy dependence of the muon and tau
forward-backward asymmetries shows that gAµ and gAτ have the same sign as gAe . This also
solves the ambiguity between gVf and gAf showing that gAf is the larger coupling. Finally,
the various asymmetry measurements (including the left-right asymmetry) demonstrate that
gVf and gAf have the same sign for all leptons. The results are summarised in Table 29 and
in Fig. 24.
The eective lepton couplings can be re-expressed in terms of the parameters lepteff and
the eective weak mixing angle sin2lepteff , by
gA` =
p
eff I3 ;
gV` =
p
eff (I3 − 2 q sin2lepteff ) ;
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Table 29: Eective lepton vector and axial vector couplings
gVe −0.0400  0.0037 gAe −0.50166  0.00057
gVµ −0.0362  0.0061 gAµ −0.50046  0.00093
gVτ −0.0361  0.0068 gAτ −0.50216  0.00100
gVµ=gVe 0.91  0.21 gAµ=gAe 0.9976  0.0022
gVτ =gVe 0.90  0.22 gAτ =gAe 1.0010  0.0024
gV` −0.0383  0.0018 gA` −0.50150  0.00046
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Figure 24: Eective lepton couplings. Shown are the one- contours (39.3% CL). The shaded area
indicates the Standard Model expectation for Mt = 174  5 GeV=c2 and 90 < MH=GeV=c2 < 1000 ;
the vertical arrow shows the change if the electromagnetic coupling constant is varied within its error.
This gure shows that the data favour a light Higgs boson.
where I3 is the third component of the weak isospin and q is the electric charge.
Information on the  parameter comes essentially from the lepton partial width with a
small contribution from the invisible width. The peak asymmetries depend on the ratio of
eective vector and axial vector couplings and hence on the eective weak mixing angle. The
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results are
lepteff = 1:0064  0:0018 ;
sin2lepteff = 0:23089  0:00089 :
The value of the  parameter diers from its tree-level value of one by 3.6 standard
deviations. This measurement alone therefore shows the existence of genuine electroweak
corrections.
13.4 Standard Model fits
As a last step, ts with ZFITTER and TOPAZ0 were performed to the pseudo-observables
using the Standard Model, with the Z mass MZ, the top quark mass Mt, and the strong
coupling constant s(MZ) as free parameters. Information on the Higgs boson mass from the
Aleph results alone is marginal and strongly correlated with Mt; MH is therefore xed in the
t, or an external constraint within errors on Mt to its present experimental value is applied.
Here, constraining a parameter means that a measurement of that parameter is added as
a data point, while it is still treated as a variable in the t. The electromagnetic coupling
constant at the scale of the Z mass is constrained to (MZ)−1 = 128:886  0:090 [52]. All
other input parameters, such as the fermion masses and the Fermi constant GF, are xed to
their present experimental values [53].
As a cross-check, an alternative procedure was also used based on a direct Standard Model
t of the cross sections and asymmetries, thus avoiding the intermediate step of the ve or
nine pseudo-observables. The resulting t, with a constrained top quark mass, has a 2
per degree of freedom of 174/182, which corresponds to a condence level of 65 % , i.e., the
measurements are in good agreement with the Standard Model. Compared to the t that
uses the ve parameter results as input, the central values and errors of the Higgs boson mass
and the strong coupling constant are found to be in excellent agreement. The dierences
amount to 2 % of the error for s(MZ) and less than 1 % of the error for log10[MH=(GeV=c2)].
However, the Z mass is 0:5 MeV=c2 lower, which is largely explained by the low central value
of the Higgs mass favoured by these data, while MH was xed to 150 GeV=c2 in the t to the
pseudo-observables.
13.4.1 The coupling constant of the strong interaction and the top quark mass
Within the Standard Model framework, the lineshape and asymmetry measurements are
particularly sensitive to the strong coupling constant and to the top quark mass. This is
shown in Fig. 25, which compares the ALEPH results for a xed Higgs mass with the present
world averages. The results are
Mt(GeV=c2) = 192+12−13 + 23 log10

MH
150GeV=c2

s(MZ) = 0:114  0:004  0:002QCD + 0:005 log10

MH
150GeV=c2

:
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Here, the second error on s(MZ) reflects uncertainties on the QCD part of the theoretical
prediction on Γhad [54]. As a result of recent theoretical improvements, uncertainties arising
from the treatment of non factorisable QED and QCD contributions and from deviations
between dierent electroweak calculations [55] have become negligible.
13.4.2 The Higgs boson mass
With the full set of ve or nine measured parameters as inputs and the top quark mass
constraint, the Higgs mass can also be left as a free parameter in the t. In addition, the
strong coupling constant is constrained to s(MZ) = 0:119  0:002 [53]. The t results are
shown in Table 30. The constraining measurements Mt, s(MZ) and (MZ) improve slightly
if combined with the results reported here.
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Figure 25: One- contour lines in the plane of the top quark mass versus the strong coupling constant,
for MH = 150 GeV=c2. The horizontal and vertical bands represent the world averages of other
measurements. The shaded area indicates variations of the Higgs boson mass between 90 GeV=c2 and
1000 GeV=c2.
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Table 30: Standard Model parameters determined from the ve parameter t results, with external
experimental constraints on the top quark mass and the electromagnetic and strong coupling constants.
Standard Model t results
MZ(GeV=c2) 91.18860.0031
Mt(GeV=c2) 175.14.7
s(MZ) 0.11800.0018
(MZ) 128.8860.088
log10MH=GeV=c2 1.720.56
MH(GeV=c2) 52 +140−38
Neglecting the lower limit on the Higgs boson mass of 95 GeV=c2 from direct
searches [56], the one-sided 95% condence level upper limit on MH is 360 GeV=c2 .
14 Conclusions
From the data collected by Aleph at LEP, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
160 pb−1, the following parameters of the Z resonance are measured if lepton universality is
assumed:
MZ = (91:1885  0:0031)GeV=c2;
ΓZ = (2:4951  0:0043)GeV;
0had = (41:559  0:058) nb;
R‘ = 20:725  0:039:
The corresponding number of light neutrino species is N = 2:983 0:013. From the ratio of
the hadronic and leptonic widths, the pole cross section and the Z width, the strong coupling
constant is measured to be s(MZ) = 0:1140:0040:002QCD+ 0:005 log10
h
MH
150 GeV=c2
i
. The
lepton forward-backward asymmetry is measured to be A0;‘FB = 0:0173  0:0016 , from which
the eective weak mixing angle is derived: sin2lepteff = 0:23089  0:00089 . The measurement
of the leptonic partial width Γ‘‘ = 84:02 0:15 MeV leads to a determination of the eective
 parameter lepteff = 1:0064  0:0018.
All these results are in good agreement with the measurements by the other LEP and SLC
experiments [57{60]. The data support the Standard Model and favour a light Higgs boson.
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